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Spectral Distribution and Efficiency 
of Gas-fired lnfra-red Heaters 

MichaelJohansson 
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Sweden 



Abstract 

The pwpose of this project was to: 

provide an instrument to make it possible to survey the spectral distribution 

of the infrared radiation from gasfired IR-heaters. 

survey the spectral distribution of two gasfrred infrared heaters. 

with the spectral measurements calculate the radiation efficiency of the 

heaters. 

The measurement instrument is an infrared spectrometer (FI'IR), Perkin Elmer 

model 1760. The instrument was rebuilt to suit the purposes. The radiation range 

ofmeasurement is 1-25jlm. 

The exaroined heaters are: 

Marsden, MIG 24" x 24", 7 4 kW 

Gogas,24kW 

The emissionspeettas of the heaters is shown in OH-pictures. The speettas 

correlates quite weil with corresponding speettas from an ideal blackbody 

radiation source, exept in two peeks at 2,5-3 J.lm and 4,2-4,8 J.lm. This peeks 

comes from radiation from water vapour and carbondioxide in the fluegases. and 

increases the radiation efficiency with about 20%. 

The radiation efficiency, defined as the ratio between total output of radiation 

energy and total input of gas- and electrical energy, has been calculated to 60% 

for the Marsden heater and 55% for the Gogas heater. 

In this project we tried to do the corresponding measurements on electrical 

heaters. The problem was that the electrical heater has their emission maximum at 

about 1,2 ~m. and the instrument limit was l ~- Becauce of this it was not 

possible to do this measurements. Today the instrument has been completed with 

a monocromator and the range has been expanded to 0,35 - 25 J.lm. 

One of the possibilitys with this instrument is to do measurements in the 

industry. With the arrangement with mirrors i t would be quite impossible to 

measure in a papermashine. Therefor the mirrors now is replaced with a Light

pipe to make it possible to reach about 2 meters in between the paper and a heater. 
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The lirnit is the distance between paper and heater, the light-pipe is 42 mm in 

diameter. 

Measurement method 

A Fouirierspectrometer (FTIR), Perkin Ehner mode! 1760, was used as 

instrument in this project. The FTIR is nonnaly osed for chemical analysis, by 

measuring the absorption speetta in the infrared area for a sample can the prevent 

and the kvantity of different components be determined. Nonnaly an intemal 

lightsource is osed in the FTIR. For this project the internallightsource was 

replaced with a window to let externa! light (from an infrared radiator) in to the 

instrument. 

To make it possible to measure on fullscale radiators and to be able to focus 

on a spot of the heater it was necessary to alow some distance between the 

radiator and the FITR, and to use some focising equipment A mirrorsystem was 

built for this purpose. This arrangement was good for Iaboratorian measurements 

but to big for industrial purposes. Today we have replaced the mirrorsystem with 

a light-pipe to make the distance and the focusing. The light-pipe is a tube with a 

goldmirrortube inside. The light-pipe is cooled with water and has a 

nitrogenatmosphere inside to prevent airabsotption. 

The FTIR was calibrated with a temperature stabilized blackbodysource 

(±l 0 C). The ratio between the measured spectra from the blackbody and the 

known theoreticaly spectra from a blackbody gives us a sensitivitycurve. This 

sensitivitycUIVe is used to compensate the measured speetta from an unknown 

infrared radiator. 
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Errors 

Errors that can affect the accuracy of the measurements is 

Temperatureerrors in the blackbody source 

Unsharpness at calibration 

An error of ±l oc of the blackbody gives following result on the measured 

spectm at T=900°C: 

±2,0% at l ~m 

±0,7% at3~m 

±0,5 % at 10 ~m 

Marsden radiator 

The Marsden radiator is built of a cheramical fiberplate. A gas-air mixtureis 

burned on the surface of the plate. The surface temperamre is about 980°C, the 

maximum power is 74 kW and it is possible to regnlate it 50-100%. 

The fibennaterial has a very low thennal mass, which means that the time 

from cold to maximun temperature or from maximum temperature to cold is very 

short, about 4 seconds. 

The measurements on the Marsden radiator was done at two power levels, 74 

kW and 62 kW. The speettas is shown in picmres at the end. in the 

emissionspeettas we see two bi g peeks. The peek at 2,5-3 J..Lm comes from 

emission from water vapour and the peek at 4,2-4,8 ~ comes from 

carbondioxides in the fluegases. Both these peeks has more energy than the ideal 

blackbody. This me ans that the water and the carbondioxide in the fluegas will 

increase the total energy emitted from the heater. 

Gogas radiator 

The Gogas radiator is built of cheramical plates. The gas and the air is mixed 

in a ejector and burnes at the surface of the plates. The surface temperature is 

about 800 °C, the maximun power is 24 kW. There was no possibility to regnlate 
this radiator. 
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The thermal mass of the plates is rather high, wich means that the time from 

cold to maximun temperature or from maximum temperature to cold is rather 

Iong, ahout 90 respective 75 seconds. 

In the emissionspeetta we get one big peek and one smaller peek. The big 

peek at 4,3-4,5 J.Lm comes from the carbondioxide in the fluegases and the smaller 

peek at 2,5-3 J.Lm comes from water vapour in the fluegases. We can also see a dip 

at 4,2 J.Lm that comes from carbonmonoxide that have an absorptionband here. The 

peeks will increase the energy output and the dip will decrease the energy output. 

Conclusions 

The FTIR instrument works as planned, but have one problem. The range is to 

small to measure speettas from electrical radiators. Today the FTIR is completed 

with a monocromator and the range is 0,35 - 25 J.Lm. This means that the total 

visible area can be detected. 

Gasfired infrared heaters have a relativ high radiationefficiency, specially 

when the gasradiation is taken consideration to. 

Theefficiency is differens for different models. 

The efficiency for one mode! can varlate for different powerloads. 

The combustion is good. The airratio is 1,1 for Marsden and 1,2 for Gogas. 

Carbonmonoxide and nitrogens in fluegases are on a very low leve!. 
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SPECTRAL 
DISTRIBUTION AND 

EFFICIENCY OF 
GAS-FIRED 

INFRARED-HEATERS 

SPEKTRALFÖRDELNING OCH 
VERKNINGSGRAD J.:ÖR GASELDADE 

IR-STRALARE 

VÄRMEFORSK RAPPORT 424 

INSTRUMENT 

FTIR-SPECTROMETER 

PERKIN ELMER MODEL 1760 

REBUILT- WINDOW FOR EXTERN AL 
RADIATION SOURCE 
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ARRANGEMENT 
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Filter 

MARSDEN. MIG 24" X 24" 
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EMISSIONSPECTRA FROM THE 
MARSDEN-RADIATOR AND BLACKBODY 
GASPOWER 62 KW. 
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Fluegastemperature as funktion of distauce to burnerplate, 
Marsden radiator, Gaspower 74 kW. 
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Strålningsverkningsgrad för Marsdanstrålaren 
vid 2 olika effekter 

Stråln. verkningsgrad, Stråln. verkningsgrad, 
74 kW gaseffekt 62 kW gaseffekt 

Utan spoilutt 

Mätpunkt Al 63 60 
81 57 
C1 56 62 
A2 65 67 
82 60 58 
C2 57 66 

Medelvärde 60 63 

Med spoiluft 

MätpunktAl 59 63 
81 57 60 
C1 55 62 
A2 63 65 
82 58 57 
C2 56 66 

Medelvärde 58 62 

DATA FOR MARSDEN-HEATER 

(C02)t 
(CO)t 
(NOx) 
TEMPERATURE 
RADIATIONEFFICIENCY 
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Autoprofiling with Gas-l R and Tests 
with Different Drying Methods 

Andre Lemaitre 

Centre Technique du Papier 
BP 251, 38044 Grenoble Cedex 9 
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ABSTRACT 

V arious dryers using radiation heating have been compared, on the high speed pilot 
coater of the CENTRE 1ECHNIQUE DU PAPIER. Low power density systems 
( electrical infrared dryer and radiofrequency dryer) and high power density systems (gas 
infrared dryer and electrical infrared dryer) have been srudied to answer the following 
question : what are the efficiency and the energy consumptian of these dryers ? 

The study has been made for coated and uncoated papers. The varlons dryers using 
radiation hearing have been also campared with classical stearn cylinders, and hot air 
dryers. Other trials have been performed on indusrrial equipments. Autoprofiling of gas 
IR, and hot air drying have been measured and campared for coated and uncoated 
papers. 

The comparative results clearly show different efficiencies and performances 
dopending on the systems, the suppliers and the runnin~ conditions. Especially the sheet 
moisture content, the sheet colour and also the ventilatton and the power density have a 
big influence on the results. But this study also shows that it is possible to improve these 
efficiencies, and proves the interest of research work on this subject. 

These technologies have now their place in the papermaking processes. but taking into 
account their technical and economicallirnitations. 

I.INTRODUCllON 

During the last decade, the number of papermachines equipped with dryers using 
radiation hearing, has largely increased. These technologies are not new, hut their recent 
development is related to their inlluence on the quality of the finished product and on 
the increase of productivity (l )(2)(3 )( 4 ). 

The objective of the papermaker is not to replace the classical drying systems by. 
conductian and convection whose perfonnances have largely increased. but to use each 
radiation hearing technics for specific needs in correlation with their own qualities. 

Elecrrical infrared, gas infrared and also radiofrequency drying have a special interest 
in many fields of the papermaking process such as : 

· moisture profile correction. 
~ papermachine productian increase, 
- no contact drying of coated paper, 
-etc. 

At the instance of the french papermakers. the CENTRE 1ECHNIQUE DU 
PAPIER has performed a comparattve srudy of various dryers using radiation. This 
research progranune has been partly financed by the French Energy Conuol Agency 
(A.D.E.M.E), the ELECTRICI1E and GAZ DE FRANCE (EDF-GDF)(6)(7). 
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The results presented in this text, ouly cancerns the use of radiation hearing systems 
for papermachine productian increase, and autoprofiling tests with gas-JR. 

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE STIJDY 

The objective of this study is to answer these following questions : 

- what are the efficiency and the energy consumptian of these dryers ? 

-what is the influence of the rumting conditions (moisture content, basis weight, 
colour, power density, etc ... ) ? 

· what is the best equipment to increase the rnachine productian ? 

For this purpose, the high speed pilot coater of the CENTRE 1ECHNIQUE DU 
PAPIER, has been equipped with various infrared and dielectric hearing systems : 

- low power density systems : 
. electrical infrared dryer ("SERVITEC") (220 kW- 80 kW /m2), 
. radiofrequency dryer ("CFEI") (90 kW RF- 50 kWRF/m2; 150 kW- 80 kW/m2) 

' - high power density systems : 

. gas infrared dryer ("SOLARONICS"): previous type: (480 kW PCI- 230 kW /m2) . 

. gas infrared dryer ("SOLARONICS"): new type (with new ceraruic radiants), 

. electrical infrared dryer ("IRS") (390 kW- 250 kW /m2). 

Some trials have been also performed on industrial equipments. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PILOT COA1ER 

Figure l shows the location of these dryers on the pilot coater (maximum speed : 
1500 m/ntin ; width : 0.8 m). 

Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the four dryers and table l gives their main characteristics 
(the characteristics of the new typ e of gas infrared are not given in table l). 

Power densities : 

T wo different power densities are used in table l : depending on the ehosen reference 
surface: 

- power density l (kW /m2): we use the total surface of the dryer as reference surface. 

- power density 2 (kW /m2): we use the radiating surface as reference surface. 
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IV.METiiOD 

- Trials with uncoated papers : 

The paper rolls are rewetted in size-press, with water to get the desired moisture 
leve!. 

Runninf conditions : 

- corrugating medium: 115 g/m2- JOO% recycled fibres 
- wood free coating basepaper: 64-88-!20·200·300g/m2 

- Trials with coated papers : 

- coating: 
- base paper : 
- coated weight : 
- formularlon : 

- consistency : 

- Measured ratios : 

training blade 
47 g/m2 (wood containing, unsized) 
15 g/m2 (per side) 
60 p. china klay - 40 p. calcium carb. 
8 p. starch - 8 p. latex 
60% 

- The first measured ra tio is the "specific energy consumption" (S, the consurned 
energy per kg evaporated water (kWhjkg evaporated water) : 

c,= Oc/E 

Oc is the amount of energy consurned by the dryer and E is the amount of evaporated 
water measured by means of moisture samples at the entrance and at the output of 
the dryer taking into account the draw length behind the dryer. The moisture content 
measurement is performed 6 or 8 m beyond the output of the dryer. 

-The seeond measured ratio is the "dQring efficiency"f (%)or the ratio "useful 
enerc/consumed enell!Y'' 

l' = JOO . Ou/Oc 

with: 
Ou= Ot + Qz 

01 is the energy needed to evaparate the water, taking into account the water 
removed in the dryer and also in the draw, up to the location of the moisture sample 
at the output of the dryer. 

Oz is the energy needed to increase the temperature of the moistured sheet from the 
en trance of the dryer to the location of the seeond moisture sample ( 6 or 8 m beyond 
the dryer). In this case the decrease of the sheet temperature is the draw is supposed 
to be only due to water evaporation. 
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V. RESULTS (UNCOATED PAPER) 

V. l. Influence of the sheet moisture content at the enrrance of the dtyer. 

Electrical infrared drvers 

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the specific electrical energy consumption at 
different moisrure content leveis, for both electrical infrared dryers (SERVITEC and 
IRS) meru;ured for corrugating medium (115 g/m2- 100 % recycled paper- ZOO and 
400m/min). 

The shape of the curve is exponential type. The minimum values of this specific 
consuroption are measured at a moisrure content greater !han 15 % ( 1,5 to l. 7 
kWh/kg evaporated water for low power density dryer "SERVITEC", and 1,9 to 2.1 
kWh/kg evaporated water for high power density dryer "IRS"). 

These values have been measured with a cold sheet (20-25'C) at the entrance of 
the dryer. 

Figure 7 gives the evolution of the "drying efficlency" for both electrical dryers in 
the same conditions (corrugating medium- 115 g/m2). For moisture content higher 
than 15 %, 55 % of the energy consurned by "SER VITE C" dryer is effectively 
absorbed by the sheet. For "IRS" dryer the drying efficiency is only 45 %. The reasons 
of this difference are explalned next paragraph V.2. 

Gas in frared drver 

In the same conditions ( corrugating medium 115 g/m2 - 400 m/min) the specific 
energy consumption (in kWh PCI/kg evaporated water) (PCI: iower hearing value) 
and the drying efficiency, have been measured for the gas infrared dryer 
"SOLARONICS", at three different leve] of developpement : 

- Ist level : previous type of ceramic radiants 
- 2nd leve] : optintisation of the ventilation. 
- 3rd leve! : optimisation of the ventilation and new type of cerarnlc radiants at bigher 

power denstty. 

For the previous type of cerarnlc radiants and without any special nming of the 
ventilation (!st level), the specilie consuroption is 2 kWh PCI/kg evaporated water 
and the drying efficiency is 45 %(for a mmsrure content between 15 and 40 %). The 
drying efficiency decreases when the sheet moismre content is lower than 15 % 
(figures 8 and 9). 

Figures 8 and 9 show that a fine tuning of the insuffiated and extracted air in the 
dryer (2nd leve!) ieads to an increase of the drying efficiency up to 50 %. in the same 
conditions (corrugating medium-115 g/m2). The control of the circulation of the air 
and the combustion products seems to have a big influence on the thermal ratio of 
the dryer. 

Some trials have been done with the new type of radiants (3rd leve!), but the results 
are not yet available. 

These results show that it is possible to improve the perfonnances of these dryers. 
actually used in the industry. This research work is a good e:cample of a excellent 
coliabaration between industry. energy supplier. tecimical center, state organism and 
university (8). 
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Radio treauencv dryer • 

In the same running condirlons ( corrupting medium 115 g/m2) and for moisture 
content leve! higher tlian 15 %, the specific energy consumptian of RF dryer varies 
between 1,5 and 1,8 kWh/kg evaporated water (figure 10). The losses are mainly due 
to the generator, outside of the dryer itself ( Ibermal efficiency of the generator : 
60-65 %). 

The drying efficiency of the RF dryer is about 50-55 %, which proves that the 
energy absorption by the sheet is very good (90-95 % of the RF energy really 
delivered in the dryer itsell) (figure 11). 

For sheet moisture content lower than 13 %, the running of the RF dryer is 
unsteady and the maximum power density allowable by the sbeet is decreasing with 
moisture content. For eacb running point, we have to take into account a practical use 
.limil (for instance : 13 % for corrugating medium) of RF drying. !t is then impossible 
to locate a RF dryer at the end of a classical drying section. 

V.2. Autoprofilin& with &az-IR 

At the instance of Nordisk Gasteknisk Center. some triais have been performed. on 
this pilot coater, to campare autoprofiling effect of gas JR and air foils drying, for 
uncoated and coated papers. 

• Uncoated papers : 

The objective is to measure the Ieveli ng effect ( autoprofiling) of gas infrared. on the 
moisture profile of an uncoated paper, and to campare to alr-foils drying as 
reference. 

Eacb roll bas to be prepared to get a "S" sbaped profile and a given mean moisture 
content. Afterwards, the roll is dryed with a gas infrared dryer (or with alr-foils dryers 
as reference ), to measure, in both cases, the leveling effect. · 

The basis weight of the wood free base paper ehosen for !hese triais is 84 g/m2, the 
speed is 400 m/ntin and the width is 0,8 m. Two ranges of initial mean moisture 
content have been studied: 16 %and 9% and the corresponding initial peak to peak 
variations were 4 % and 3 %. 

One or two frames of the gas infrared dryer (from SOI.ARONICS) have been osed 
(with 24 cerantic radiants per frame, corresponding to 147 kW PCI per frame). The 
comparison has been made with one or two alr-foils dryers (recto verso) beated by 
gas. The temperature of the blowing air was 110• to 200"C. 

Five trials were performed : 3 with a mean moisture content of 16 % and 2 with a 
mean moisture content of 9 %. 

For the given rumting conditions, the results are as follows : 

- at a mean moisture of 16 %. the leveling effect of gas infrared is quite equal 
campared with air-foils in the same conditions, and the dlfference between both 
leveling effects is not higher than 5 %, 

- at a mean moisture content of 9 %, the leveting effect of gas infrared is lower 
compared with air-foils. 
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The physical explanation of !hese results is that the variation of the heat transfer by 
radiation inta the paper, related to moisture content, is in the same range as the 
variation of heat transfer by convection, with moisrure content. 

• Coated papers : 

The objective is to measure the leveting effect ( autoprofiling) of gas inirar ed, on the 
moisture profile of a coated paper, and to campare to air-foils drying as reference. 

Two cases of moisture profile deformation have been srudied : 

-l st care: defonnation ofthe moisture profile after coaring :after coating the moisture 
profile is modified to get a "S" shaped profile, with an electrical infrared dryer. In this 
case the coat weight profile is good, 

• 2nd case : dejannation of the moisture profile by rlze b/ode : in this case. the coating 
weight profile is deformed by the blade and consequently, the moisture profile too. 

In the both cases, the leveting effect of gas infrared is measured on Iine, just after profile 
deformation. The comparison with air-feils is done on the same roll, on each trial. 

T wo sorts of wood free base paper have been used : (84 g/m2 and 65 g/m2). 10.5 to 
!2.5 g/m2 of coating colors (100 % China clay · 8 p. latex and 8 p. starch. consistency: 
59 o/o) have been coated with "Short Dwell" svstem at speed between 300 and 600 
m/min. · 

One or two frames of the gas infrared dryer (from SOLARONICS) have been used 
(with 24 ceramic radiants per frame, corresponding to 147 kW PCI per frame). The 
comparison has been made with one or two air-foils dryers (recto versa) heated by gas. 
The temperature of the blowing air was 200 to 22o•c. 
12 trials were performed (5 with deformation after coating and 7 with deformation by 
the blade). 

For the given running conditions. the results are as follows : 

-in the case of moisture profile deformation with the electrical infrared, the leveting 
effect of air-foils is higher than the leveling effect of gas infrared. This is certainly due 
to the sheet temperature profile at the entrance of the dryer, which favours the air· 
foils, increasing locally the heat transfer by convection. 

- in the case of moisture profile deformation with the blade, the results are less accurate 
due to the running conditlons variables (mo is ture profile of base p a per and coated 
weight profile) w h ich made perrurbations du ring the trials. The last trial which seems 
to be the more accurate and stable, shows that the leveling effect of gas infrared is a 
little bit lower than air-foils one's. 

In short we can say that both leveling effect of air-foils and gas infrared have the same 
range of value, for the given running conditions. The physical explanation of this result is 
that the variation of the heat transfer. by radiation into the coated paper, related to 
moisture content, is in the same range as the variation of heat transfer by convection. 
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V.3. Influence of the sheet colour 

Two different colours have been campared : 

- brown : corrugating medium : 100 % recycled papers 
- wbite : bleached coating base paper 

Electrical infrared drver 

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the specific energy consum_etion of the electrical 
dryer "IRS", for different moisture content and for two different colours. The 
mmimum valne (2 kWh/kg evaporated water) for the brown paper, iDereases to 
2.8 kWh/kg evaporated water, for white paper, io the same conditions. 

In the same way the drying efficiency (figure 14) decreases from 45 % (brown 
paper) to 35% (white paper). 

Gas in(rared dryer 

Figures 15 and 16 show the same comparison (brown and white papers) with the 
gas infrared dryer "SOLARONICS" (Ist leve! : previous radiants ). In this case the 
colour of the sheet has little influence on the drying efficiency : 2.1 (white paper) 
instead of 2 kWh/kg evaporated water and 42% (white paper) instead of 45 % drving 
efficiency (brown paper). · 

This big difference between electrical and gas iofrared is due to the variation of the 
spectral reflection properties of white paper with the wave lengtb of the emitted 
radiation. For short wave infrared ('1RS" 2000"C ; 1.2 ,wn), the refiection of wbite 
paper is groater than brown paper one's. 

For medium wave infrared ("SOLARONICS" 1000•c ; 25 ,wn) the reflection of 
wbite and brown paper are very similar. This has been verified by this fact :w hen we 
decrease the temperature of the tubes (to modulate the power density) the drying 
efficiency of the "IRS" dryer is im proved (the same results have been found for coated 
papers). 

For short wave infrared, the drying efficiency is low for wbite paper, but can be 
improved by optimization of the radiative properties of emilers and back refiectors. 
The potentiLll of energy saving, by mean.s of researrh work in this field, seems to be very 
high. 

Radiofrequency dryer 

In this case, the energy absorption is in relation with the amount of water in the 
sheet. The colour of the paper don't have any influence on the drying efficiency. 
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VI. RESULTS (COATED PAPER) 

The performances of the dryers have been studied with the same coating 
parameters : (offset : coated weight 15 g/m2 - coating base paper : 47 g/m2 - 400 
m/ntin). 

Electrical in(rared dryer 

Many parameters have been studied : the type and proportion of pigments, and the 
type and proportion of binders have little influence on the drying efficiencies. 

Forthese running conditions, average valnes of the specific energy consuroption of 
electrical infrared dryer "IRS" varles between 3 and 3.5 kWh/kg evaporated water 
(figure 17). · 

Figure 18 gives the valnes of the drving efficiencies (25 - 30 % ). These verv low 
valnes are due to the white colour of the coating layer and also it's brighiness. 
especially in the beginning of the drying (5). 

Gas infrared dryer 

For this dryer ("SOLARONICS": Ist leve! : previous radiants), the specific energy 
consuroption varles between 23 and 2.6 kWh PCI/kg evaporated water (figure 17) 
and the drying efficiency from 35 to 40 % (figure 18). We can notice that the 
difference between both dryers has about the same level as these achieved with white 
paper. 

Radiofrequency dryer 

Some trials have been performed to prove that it is possible to dry a coated paper 
with a radiofrequency dryer, at industrial speed (up to 1300 m/ntin). 

The specific energy consuroption varles between 1.6 and 1.8 kWh/kg evaporated 
water and the drying efficiencies are higber than 50 %. 

These values are very interesting because they are better than the most part of the 
other drying tecbnologtes. Meanwhile, as for uncoated paper, RF hearing of coated 
paper has also, a practical use limit. which ocrurs for mean moisture content lower 
than 9-10 %. It is then impossible to locate a RF dryer at the end of the drying 
section. 

VII. INDUSTRIAL RESULTS 

Same measurements have been made on industrial equipments. to campare with 
these results on pilot machine. 

Figures 13 and 14 show that the specific energy consumptian and the drying 
efficiencies of many electrical infrared dryers ("SERVITEC", "IRS". "IMPAIT), 
measured on industrial rnachine (printing-writing papers, special packaging paper. 
coating base paper, board ... ) are in good agreement with the results achieved on CI'P 
pilot machine. 

Same tomparison have been also performed with a gas infrared dryer on an 
industrial papermachine. 
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VIII. COMPARISON WITH CLASSICAL DRYING TECHNOLOGIES 

VIII. l. DQ'ini hy convection (COA TED P APER) 

The comparison has been made with classical air dryers, AIR-FOilS 
("BACHOFEN-MAIER"), on the pilot coater. 

The se dryers (RE C!' O-VERSO) are heated by gas (max. air temperature : 320"C). 

The running point of an AIR-FOilS is given by the tunin~ of the pourcentage of 
extracted air flow campared to the circulated air flow m the dryer itself. A 
pourcentage value of 10 % is generally recommended by the suppliers. 

Figure 19 shows the evolution of specilie energy consuroption of AIR-FOilS 
(300"C), campared with electrical infrared ("IRS"), gas infrared ("SOLARONICS" : 
1st leve! : previous radiants) and radiofrequency dryer ("CFEr'}, for coated paper in 
the same conditions. 

The dotted zone gives the range of drying performances of AIR-FOILS, with 
different tuning of the ratio : extracted air/circulated air. The higher value of the 
specilie consuroption is achieved witharatio of about 50% (bad value) and the lower 
value of the specific consumptian is achieved with a ratio of about 10 % (good value ). 

We can see on the figure 19 !hat both gas and electrical infrared dryer have a lower 
drying efficiency than AIR-FOILS at an optimal turdog (10 %). Only radiofrequency 
dryer is betterthan AIR-FOilS. Trials with gas infrared "SOLARONICS". at 2nd and 
3rd levels, will certainly give improved results. 

VIII.2. OQ'ini by conductian (UNCQATEP P APER) 

The comparison is made with a classical steam heated cylinder used in 
multicylinder drying sections. A special method to measure the stearn flow consurned 
in one particular cylinder of drying section has been developed (9). Figure 20 show5 
the result achieved on an industrial papermachine (printing- writing paper- 80 g/m2 
- 750 m/min). Figure 20 gives the value of specific energy consumptian of each 
cylinder, not taking into account the efficiency of the stearn boiler. 

The comparison with electrical ("IRS") and gas infrared ("SOLARONICS": 1st 
leve!) and RF dryer shows that the drying cylinder heated bysteam remalns to be the 
more economical systems (from an energy point of view), at any moisture content 
leve!. These good values are due to all the recovery systems (hood, heat exchangers, 
cascading systems ... ) existing in the process, and to the physical princip le of s team 
condensation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study of these various dryers using radiation heating shows different efficiencies 
and performances depending on the systems, the suppliers and the running condirlons : 

The performances of electrical infrared dryers (short waves) are strongly depending 
on sheet mo is ture content, power densirles and consecuently ventilation of the tu bes (to 
increase the Iife length), and whiteness of the sheet, especially for coated paper (in 
relation with the radiative properties of white papers). 
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The performances of gas infrared dryers (medium waves) are also dopending on sheet 
moisture content, the tuning of the ventilation, but are very little influenced by the 
whiteness of the sheet. 

Radiofreguency dryer has good performances ( especially for coated paper ), bu t 
cannot be used at a moisture content lower than 15 % for uncoated paper, and lower 
than 9 % for coated paper. 

The comparison with classical dzyers (by conduction) shows that the stearn beated 
cylinder is the mor e economical system (from an energy point of view ). 

In short, to increase the productian of an existing papermachine, wben the use of 
classical dryers is not possible : 

- Radiofrequency drying, in spite of a good drying efficiency, has a too high investment 
east, to only "evaparate water" (use of RF drying is better for quality improvement 
sucb as moisture profile correction) (6). 

- Electrical infrared, owing to its high power density can be a solution to increase 
rnachine production, especially for coated paper, but an expensive solution because 
of high running costs. Meanwhile the results presented here, have been achieved 
with a non-optimized dryer. Recent srudies show that the radiative efficiency of the 
emitters can be largely improved, campared to "IRS"'s. Some trials will be soon 
carried out, with new emitters and a new dryer. There is a big potential of energy 
saving, by optimization of the radiative properties of emitters and also back 
reflectors, for short waves electrical infrared ( moisture profile correcdon is. of 
course, also a good application for this technology ). 

- Gas infrared with its high power density can also be used to increase the producdon 
of existing machines, especially for coated paper, with relatively low running costs 
and invesunent costs, campared to stearn cylinders or air dryers. Recent drying 
efficiency improvements show that a research work. is very often necessary to 
increase the performances of these industrial dryers (8). This is a good example of 
an excellent coliabaration between industry, technical center, university, energy 
supplier and state organism. 
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TABLE l : MAIN CHARAcrERICS OF THE FOUR DRYERS 

ELECIRICAL ELECIRICAL 
INFRARED RADIO GAS INFRARED 
(lowpower FREQUENCY INFRARED (highpower 

density) "CFEI" 'SOLARONICS density) 
"SERVITEC" "IRS" 

Power(kW) 220 150 480 390 

Number of frames l l 3 4 

Number of tubes 144 . . 216 
Number of radiant . . 72 . 
Numberof 
e leetrodes . 46 . . 

Width of the dryer 
(m) 0.92 0.8 0.85 0.9 

Totallenght of 
the dryer 3.15 2.8 3.15 2.9 
Radiating length 285 24 3 x 0.83 4x0.42 

Power density l 
(total surface) 
kW/m2 76 66 180 145 
Power density 2 
(radiating surface) 
kW/m2 83 80 230 250 
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INFLUENCE OF SHEET MOISTURE CONTENT AT THE ENTRANCE, ON THE SPECIFIC ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION OF THE FOUR DRYERS 
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INFLUENCE OF SHEET MOISTURE CONTENT AT THE ENTRANCE, ON THE 

DRY!NG EFFICIENCY OF THE FOUR DRYERS 
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INFLUENCE OF THE SHEET COLOUR ON THE SPEC!FIC ENERGY CONSUNPT!ON 
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INFLUENCE OF SHEET COLOUR ON THE ORYING EFFICIENCY 
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DRY!NG OF COATED PAPER 
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COMPAR!SON ORYING BY RADIATION/DRYING BY CONVECTION AND CONDUCT!ON 
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l . Introduction 

Laboratory of thennal engineering at HUT has been engaged in IR drying research since 1988. 

The main stress has been on models of radiation heat transfer, the optical properties of paper 

and other surfaces, the heat and mass transfer inside paper, and some measurement methods. 

Practical experience has been acquired in two paper mills. Measurements have been carried out 

and one system with gas-frred IR dryers and another system with electrical JR dryers has been 

studied. 

On the basis of this research, an already iostalled electrical IR dryer system was improved in 

Kirkniemi paper mill in 1992. The drying efficiency of this dryer was improved by a factor of 

1.4 by cleaning the protective glasses, by reducing the amount of cooling air, and by limiting 

the amount of radiation which escapes the system. Similar improvements have not been 

anempted for gas-fired systems. 

An interesting observation was that probably the radiative energy which is absorbed by the 

web does not only evaparate water but may be lost due to other mechanisms. 

The main stress in this leeture is, however, on the optical properties of paper and other 

surfaces and layers. These should be campared to the radiation emitted by the burners. Due to 

the lack of time. optical properties of coating layers are not considered The general rule is that 

the surface of uncoated paper is diffusive, but if there is a coating layer made of p lates on it, a 

remarkable specularly reflective component can be found. 
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2. Gas~fired burners 

Emissiviry is: the actual emission at cenain wavelength divided by the emission of a black body 

at the same temperature. Some emissivity speetta obtained for gas-flred radiators are published 

in Refs. [1,2], measured by HUT. According to these results, the emissivity of Krieger and 

Solarenies radiator surfaces is 0.50-0.75, depending on the wavelength. Due to some 

limitations, these measurements were carried out at a low temperarure, less than 600 ~c. 

whereas the temperature of such humers in acrual conditions is between 900-1100 ~c. 

Gas-fired ceramic !R-radiators have high emission peaks at 2.7 )lm and at 4.3 )lm, eaused by 

water vapor and C{h. The radiator with metallamellae in front of the flame (I<rieger) does not 

have such peaks. The emission and absorption ranges in the air layers of the IR dryer are also 

important factors. At the absorption peak:s presented in the following figure, HzO and COz 

may absorb a remarkable amount of the energy which is emitted by the burner. However, they 

do not only operate asabsorbers but emit radiation as well. They also affect the convective heat 

transfer inside the dryer remarkably. Very little research has been done in this field. 
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According to another reference [4,5], the emissivity of a porous ceramic burner (Pyrocore) 

varied between 0.45-0.6. The emission spectrum of such a burner is presented in Figure 2. It 

is rather similar to that of other gas-frred burners, too. 
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FIGURE 2. Emission speetta of a porous ceramic gas-frred burner, measured by Combustion 

and Thermal Engineering Laboratory, State Research Centre of Finland, Jyväskylä, VIT/PLT. 

The enrissivity results from HUT and VTT/PLT are not cornparable, as the ernissivity of 

several ceramic materials strong! y depends on the temperature. This is due to the fact that the 

emissivity at shoner wavelengths is lower than at longer wavelenths, and the emission range 

moves to shoner wavelengths as the temperature increases. Typical exaroples of this are the 

total emissiviti.es of Aluminium oxide and Zirconium oxide [6]. 

Temperature 200 "C 800 ·c 1000 ·c 
Total emissivity coefficient 0.8 0.5 0.4 

of Aluminium oxide 

Total enrissivity coeffi.cient 0.7 0.4 0.34 

of Zirconium oxid e 

Moreover, as stated in VTT/PLT Annual Report 1990: "On the basis of laboratory 

measurements, the behaviour of IR emitters in actual coater condirlons cannot be predicted, due 

to high reflectance of the wet coating layer." This statement refers to such properties as 

emissivity, NOx emissions, radiative efficiency etc. In actual conditions, there are also other 

emitting surfaces than the bumer, such as meta! flanges before and after the dryer (Fig. 3). 
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FIGURE 3. A draft of the Solarenies bumer. 

The dryer condirlons can be studied either by mathematical modelling or with pilot rnachines. 

Another imponant quantity is the radiation efficiency of the burrier, i.e. the amount of ernitted 

radiation versus the fuel power. According to some results at HUT [7], the radiative efficiency 

in optimal condirlons (i.e. the flame weil in centact with emitting surfaces) is 0.34-0.42. With 

the air coefficient of 1.36, the radiation efficiency of one burner was only 0.197. According to 

VTI/PLT results [4,5], too, the radiation efficiency of a porous ceramic burner is sttongly 

dependent on the air coefficient. At air coefficient 1.05 the radiative efficiency was 36% and at 

1.40 it was 20%, respectively. 

According to the results from LTH l Malmö [8], the radiation efficiency of Marsden radiator 

varies between 66.3-72.5 %, having the maximum at the medium power level. This is a very 

high value which is partly explained by the fact that LTH has measured high values for the 

surface emissivity of this ceramic material (0.73-0.99). Another explanation is the operating 

principle of this burner, where the flame front is inside the cerarnic material, thus improving the 

heat transfer from the flame into the emitting material. 

It is possible that the measurement methods and results in different laboratorles do not full y 

agree with each other. 

The convective heat transfer is also very important in gas-fired dryers and essenti.ally affects the 

drying process. 
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3 . Paper properties 

Note: Pyrometers and thermal imaging systems nearby !R dryers see not only radiation emined 

by the surface to be measured, but also radiation from other somces reflected from the surface 

that is imaged. This makes it difficult to measure the temperature of the web nearby infrared 

dryers. The temperature of the sheet is rather low when compared to the other surfaces. The 

hot swfaces emit much more radiation, which is diffusely reflected or transmitted by the web. 

Thus the radiation which comes from the web mostly originates from the hot surface. 

Sernerimes there are illustrations in anicles which may give a nUsleading idea of the penetration 

of radiation into paper web, such as Figure 4. 

A.BSORPTIOH 

FIGURE 4. A misleading idea ofreflection, absorption and transmission. 

An "extreme oversimplification" of the correct idea is given in Figure 5 [9]. Multiple scanering 

takes place inside the web, which has some interesting consequences. Some authors talk about 

the PER (Path Extension Ratio) conception to describe the optical path length through the we b. 

The PER is defined as the ratio between the average path length of transmitted light and the 

p a per thickness. The PER, naturall y, depends on p a per grade and the thickness of the we b. 

The length of the actual path of a single ra y through the web varies much and, in some cases, a 

photon may penetrate deep into the web and come out from the same side where it entered in. 

DET DET DET 

CBU.OPIUNE 50 l/m1 DRAI'mfG VELUJ1l 50 lfm1 FINE PAPER 50 t/m' 
PER•l PER-2 PER-6 

FIGURE 5. illustration of the Path Extension Ratio [9]. 
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A simple way to study the light ra y propagation through the web is a Monte Carlo simulation. 

A very rapid comparison was made between the measured results in Chapter 3.1 and results 

from a Monte Carlo simulation based on the Scallan and Borch theory. (A good overview of 

this theory and some other theories is written by Kuusela [9]). According to this test, the 

measured results match the Scallan and Borch model quite weil. 

The Scallan and Borch mode! considers a stack of paraHel transparent layers, which describe 

the layered structure of paper. These layers are separated from each other by narrow layers of 

air. (Compare Figures 6 and 7.) 

FIGURE 6. Tervakoski Tersil Top paper. magnified 600x. 

Briefly stated. by using this model we can estimate the transmittance T n and reflectance Rn of n 

layers ofpaper. if the transrnittance T t and reflectance R t of one layer is known. 

T ·_ T1 Tn-1 
n-

l - R1 R,.1 
R:J.= R 

T} Rn-1 
l + l - R, Rn.J 

\/\/ \t•:r, 
.· .. · .. · .. · 

. ·.··.·· ·.·.·.·.· · .. ·.·.· ·.·. ·.··.·.· .· .. · 

\ / J ~ R:R .. .'T, 

\'T... \~T,T... \,'R..,'T,T... 

2 
LAYERS 

n 
LAYERS 

FIGURE 7. The light propagation in a layered system in the Scallan and Borch mode! [9]. 
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3 .l Thickness of paper 

The optical properties of paper presented in Figures 8-10 are measured in Laboratory of 

Thennal Engineering, HUT, by using an FTIR spectrometer and integrating sphere techniques 

[lO]. The results between l.l-1.41J.Ill are to some extent inaccurate, due to the low power of 

the measurement system atthese wavelengths and, possibly, due to somevater vapor in the air. 

Otherwise the accuracy of absorptivity values is± 2-4%. (Unfonunately, this is a significant 

error in the visible and n ear in frared ranges where the absorptivity of paper is low, i. e. l-

10%.).These results have not been published before. 

What is unexpectable in these results is the fact that the reflectance of paper increases when the 

thickness of paper increases. This is due to reflection from inside the paper. Another interesting 

fact is that the reflection and the transmission curves are similar to some extent. 

The horirontal axis in Figures 8-1 O refers to wavelength of radiation in micrometers IJ.IIl. 

~~~~~o-~Mv~~~~~o~N~V~~~=mo-NMV~~~=~ooooo 

OOOOO~~~~~~~~~~NNNN~N~N~~MM~~MMMMMM~~W~~ 
' ' ' ' ' ' . ' .. ' ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' . ' .. ' . ' .. ' .. ' . ' . ' 
v~~~~~o-~~v~~~~~o-NMV~~~~~o-N~v~w~=moooo 

000000~-~~~~~~~~NNNNN~N~NNMMMMMMMMMM~~~~ 

lam bd a 

FIGURE 8. Transmissivity of basepaper at five different thicknesses. tlx, t2x, t3x, t4x, and 
t5x refer to grammages 41.1, 82.2, 123.3, 164.4, 205.5 gjm2, respective1y. 
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FIGURE 9. Reflectivity of basepaper at five different thicknesses. rlx, r2x, r3x, r4x, and r5x 
refer to grammages 41.1, 822, 123.3, 164.4, 205.5 g!m2, respective1y. 
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FIGURE 10. AbsOiptivity of basepaper at five different thicknesses. alx, a2x, a3x, a4x, and 
a5x refer to grammages 41.1, 82.2, 123.3, 164.4, 205.5 g!m2, respective1y. 
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3. 2 Moisture content of paper 

In his thesis. Kuusela has not found any measured transmittance resnits of paper as a function 

of moisture with typical wavelengths used in IR moisture measurements in the available 

published material. Titus descriptions of the behaviour of optical properties of wet paper and 

factors affecting it cannot be found [9]. Robertson [13] has given some desctiption for 

moistures above 50%. Kuusela has studied two wavelengths. 1.83 l-LID and 1.94 !-LID. for 

measurement instrument purposes. At 1.94 l-LID there is a strong absorption peak eaused by 

liquid water. whereas 1.83 Jlm is used as a reference. From the viewpoint of this 

rneasurement, it is the transmittance that is important. Thus the reflectance measurement is not 

studied at all. 

Due to lack of measurement results, no physical models have been developed for the moisture 

dependence of the optical properties of paper. Mie's theory is sometimes used as a basis of 

such models. but they are typically derived for spherical particles. According to the theory of 

Mie, scattering has its maximum, when the diameter of particles is of the order of the 

wavelength in question. 

Figure 11 illustrates how liquid water is distributed between fibers at different moisture 

contents. The description here connected to it follows Kuusela's thesis [9]. A monomolecular 

layer covers the free surface of cellulose when the moisture content is approximately 3%. 

Purther binding of water eauses layering of water molecules. Swelling of cellulose starts from 

about 7% moisture level [Il]. As the layer of water molecules gets thicker. the binding forces 

become weaker and rnolecules can move along the surface. The beginning of capillary 

condensation is found at 11-13%. 

When the water layer is so thick that the binding forces of the surface cannot hold the 

movements of water molecules, free water exists. (In drying processes, the practical difference 

between the free and the bound water is that more energy is needed to evaporate bound water 

from the web.) For fibers which are not previously dried the limit of free water is at moistures 

52-57% and for fibers of previously dtied pulp this limit is at moisture region 35-45% [12]. 

Referring to Figure Il. in region l, the layers of water molecules aresothin that they do not 

cause scattering of light. Absorption slightly increases and transmission decreases. In region 

Il, the change of transroitrance eaused by addition of water mass is remarkable. Scattering of 

light increases thus increasing the optical path lengths of light rays propagated through the 

paper. Scanering is increased by air-water surfaces of water layering on fibers, by lumens 

becoming filled with water and by addition of physical dimensions of fibers. When 
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approaching the border B, the air containing pores between fibers become filled with water and 

light scattering also decreases. At border B between regions II and II these antagenistic 

phenomena are in balance. In region m, the decrease of light scattering is a deminating 

phenomenon and is able to cover the effect of increased absorption eaused by addition of 

water. In region IV, all the pores are filled by water. W atercan be layered only on both outer 

surfaces of paper. 
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FIGURE Il. Typicallight transmittance results of paper (newsprint 76.5 g!m2) and schematic 

illustration of paper at different moisture levels [9]. 
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The optical properties of wet paper, rneasured at HUT, are presenled in Figs. 12-14 [14]. 

Owing to the limitations of the measurement method, it was impossible to measure speetta for 

any predetennined moisture conten t. A piece of paper was wetted, measured and weighed 

several times until it was dry. Messurements d urin g which the moisture content of the sample 

was approximately 6, 20, 50 ja 100% were selected. The average moisture content of the 

selected speetta was then as near the predetennined value as possible. 

The frrst value on the left refers to the wavelength range of 0.4-0.6 JJ.m, the next one to the 

range of 0.6-0.8 !1ll1 and so fonh. The negative peaks of the absorption spectra at 1.2-1.4 !1ll1 

result mainly from water vapor inside the rneasuring device, as vapor has a strong emission 

peak at 1.3791Jlll. The range between 8-20 J..UD is also a bit uncertain, due to the low power. 

The essential result here isthat the spectrum of wet paper cannot easily be derived merely by 

counting two speetta together, i.e. the spectrum of a liquid water film and the spectrum of dry 

paper (or cellulose ). Liquid water changes the optical structure of paper and this c bange is not 

similar at all wavelengths. For instance, the transmittance of wet paper can be higher or lower 

than that of chy paper, depending on the wavelength. 
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FIGURE 12. Transmittance (t) ofbase paper at different moisture contents at 0.4-20 ~
Dry weight is 41.1 g!m2. (u= 6.0%, 20.8%, 52.5%, and 102.2%.) 
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1 Background 

1.1 Background SCA 

SCA Emballage/SCA Packaging has during the last years in detail studled the 
process of making corrugated board. One resu/t is t hat we have determined where 
there is a need for process improvements. 

A Key proparty when producing corrugated board is the temperature of, and the 
moisture content in, the papers that make up the final productand these properties 
today manipulated via heat transfer through convection from hot rolls and hot 
plats. 

The existing possibilities for heating/drying paper are relative/y limited with regard 
to capacity and dynamics. Possibilities to work with different intensities at different 
cross diraction positions are completely lacking. 

1.2 Background Nordie Gas Technical Centre 

At the time of introduction of natural gas in the Nordie countries in the 1970s and 
1980s (Finland 1974, Denmark 1982, Sweden 19851 the interest for using 
gasdriven IR-technologies heightened, especially in the paper industry, a develop
ment that had already started on the European continent. 

In 1988/1989 a pre-study of IR-drying in productian of corrugated board was done 
at the plant of SCA Emballage AB in Gothenburg and Värnarna in the framework 
of the research and demonstration program of Swedegas {Förstudie IR~Värmning, 
SCA Emballage AB, FUO Swedegas AB 1888, Göteborg 1989-04-20). 

1991 NGC ( Nordie Gas Technical Centre) and SCA decided to continue the projaet 
in the form of practical trials and test at the Värnarna plant and the result of this 
is described in this report. 
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2 Objective of the Trials 

2.1 Oualitative Objectives 

The qualitative objective of the trial with a gasdriven IR~dryer on a corrugator 
documented in this report are: 

• investigate wether gasdriven IR-drying is a technique that from a FIRE SAFETY 
STANDPOINT is acceptable for heating/drying on a corrugator 

• investigate if IR-drying is a USEFUL TECHNIQUE for heating/drying when 
producing corrugated board 

• investigate if IR-drying is a practical and COMPETITIVE TECHNIQUE for 
additional heating/drying campared to the conventional technique (heat 
conductian from hot meta! surfaces) 

2.2 Quantitative Objectives 

The quantitative objective of the trials with a gasdriven IR-dryer on a corrugator 
documented in this report are: 

• datermine the effect of !R-radiation for paper heating/drying expressed as 
temperature/moisture change when radiator is turned on and off 

• datermine if the energy addition from the IR-dryer can be converted inta a higher 
productian speed when producing double wall board (today this runs at lower 
speed than single wall board) 

3 Trial plerformance 

3.1 Trial Plan 

The trial consists of determining the effect of the JR-radiator expressed as change 
in the key parameters temperature and molsture in a number of positions 
immediately after the preheater stack in the corrugator. 

In each of the positions the dryer is to be run alternate!y with full power and no 
power respectively and the step changes are determined. 

This procedurs is necessary in order to be able to separate the effect of the JR
radiator from the natural process variations in the form of changes ln temperaturel
molsture in paper, speed, degree of preheating, etc. 

In order to investigate the possibility to increase the speed the dryer is run at full 
power and the speed of the corrugator is increased until quality problems in the 
produced board appears. 
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3. 2 Jo b Distribution 

The trials have been planned and executed in very close cooperation with a number 
of participsting parties: 

NGC 

lindvangen 
Energi-Analys AB 

Värnarna Energi 

SeanHeat AB 

SCA Emballage 

Värnamo Svets 

SCA Research 

Has provided externa! financing and led the projaet 

Has on behalf of NGC been responsible for gas technical 
projaet management that is:aquiring, instal!ing and running 
the IR-dryer during the trial and taking part in trial planning, 
trial execution and report writing 

Has delivered gas to the IR-dryer 

Has supplied and started up/adjusted the IR-dryer and the 
gas chain including fuel mixer 

Has put their corrugator at our disposal for the trial 

Has assisted with personneJ for executing the trial and 
board testing 

Has provided the necessary security interlocking on the 
corrugator 

Has designed and financed the specialiv made mounting 
frame for the IR-dryer 

Has taken care of all necessary communication with the 
local Fire Brigade (Raddningstjans) and insurance company 
as weil as authority approvals 

Has built the mounting frame for the IR-dryer 

Has planned the trial, supervisad the execution, analyzed 
the results and produced this report 

3.3 IR-Dryer and its auxilary Equipment 

In the trials and IR-dryer, manufactured by Marsden, was used that had been 
judged by experts to be the most suitable because: 

1 the radiator is quickly heated and cools down very quick!y, a feature that 
minimizes the risk for involuntarily ignition (fire) and allows quick ad justment of 
radiation power 

2 the radiator requires little space and is weil suited for installation in the relative/y 
small space that is available on the ehosen corrugator 
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The Marsden dryer is built from a ceramic fiber plate and the gas/air-mixture is 
burnt in its surface layer with a surface temperature of about 1000 dec C. 

The heating time from the turned off, cold state until stable operation is about 4 
see. Cooling until the surface temperature of the fiber plate is below 250 deg C is 
4 see too. The cooling air prevants the temperature of the frame to reach above 
100 deg C. 

3 .4 Security Arrangements 

The flame of the ignition burner is supervisad via a jonization e leetrad and at fl a me 
failure the gas/air-f/ow to the IR-dryer is automatically shut off, as weil as the 
gas/air-flow to the ignition burner. 

The gas/air supp/y to the /R-radiator is automatical/y shut off if a paper brake 
occurs (supervised by a photocell) or if the speed of the corrugator becomes too 
low (50 m/min). 

When the first part trials was executed personneJ from the local Fire Brigad e was 
on site tagether with appropriate fire fighting equipment. 

During the trials the gas station, situated close to the radiator, was always 
manned. Fire fighting equipment was always available. 

The gas bottie was positioned about 15 m from the corrugator and was connected 
to the mix i ng station via a separate gas hos e. 

When trials was not running the gasbottie was stored outside the plant building. 

GAlrR 

lUFT---

MAGNET
VENTIL 

LUFT
SPJÄLL 

ANSL. TILL 
TRYCKLUFT-

NOLLTRYCKs
REGULATOR 

VENTURl
MIXER 

SYsTEMET KYLLUFT 

IR -STRÅLARE 

Figur 1 Blanctingsstation för gas/luft-försörjning till !R-stråla re 
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3.5 Locations for the IR·Radiator on the Corrugator 

During the trial the l R-radiator has been positioned in 4 different locations on the 
corrugator: 

1 on the top side of the bottom liner between preheater and glue station 

2 on the top side (facing layer) of the upper single face web between preheater 
and flue station 

3 on the bottom side (corrugated medium) of the upper single face web between 
preheater and glue station 

4 on the to p side (facing layer) of the middle single face we b when running double 
wall between preheater and glue station 

l ·· ·· l l l VA .. RME -E-FORVARMAR·--;. -E-IR- ~ • .,_ __ LIM· ----i> '~ -~ l CYLINDRAR l STRÅLAREI VERK l BORD 

o 
UNDRE LINER 

Figur 2 IR-strålarens tyre positioner mellan förvärmarstapel och limverk. 
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3.6 Measurement Equipment 

The corrugator at SCA Emballage AB in Värnarna is equipped with extensive 
measurement equipments and data aquistion options that were used for the 
determination of the drying effect. 

Prime equipment for determining the effect of the !R-radiator have been the 
scanning molsture and temperature sensors (princip/e IR-reflexion/micro wave 
absorption and !R-emission respective/y that exist in a number of positions along 
the corrugator. 

In addition to this a hand-held thermometer (princip/e !R-emission) has been utilized 
in order to complement the information from the permanent/y installed sensors. 

The distance in the rnachine diraction between radiator and sensors varled between 
0.6 and 4 meters for the different \ocations of the radiator but have been eonstant 
for a given \ocation of the radiator. Varying corrugator speed then has given a 
varying time between radiator and sensor. 

3. 7 Measurement Aquistion 

The signals from the sensor have been gathered via the existing data aquistion 
system by readings once a minute. 

The measurement accuracy for moisture is judged to be about 0.1% moisture. 

The measurement accuracy for temperature is judged to be about 1 degree C. 

Measurement data main\y consists of scanning averages, that is arithmetic 
averages computed for one sensor scan across the width of the corrugator (takes 
about 20 see). 

4 Operationar Experiences from the !R-Radiator 

4.1 Startup/Tuning 

The tuning and ad justments of the ignition burner and the main burner in order to 
achieve the correct mixture between gas and air was done at the side of the 
corrugator in order to minimize the fire hazard. 

Making the ignition sequence work correctly was a bit difficult mainly due to the 
10m Iong hose between the mixing station and the radiator. The critical moment 
turned out to be when the electrical spark was turned off and the fia me supervision 
with the jonization electrod started. 
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After prolonging the start time for the ignition burner and careful actjustments of 
the gas/air mixture a sate ignition was achieved. For a permanent installation the 
distance between mixing station and radiator can be decreased and thus the 
problem is avoided. 

At ignition of the main burner a flame front rnaves from the ignition burner to the 
other side of the ma in burner. The distance from the to p of the fia me front to the 
surface of the burner is a tunetlon of the gas/air mixture and a minimum distance 
of 10 cm could be achieved. Despile the fact that the flame front is a "flame" that 
reaches as far as the paper that should be radiated, t here was never a ny risk of 
ingnition (though millimeter sized paper pieces started burning if hit by the flame 
front b ut went out immediately). 

The length of the flame was partly due to the Iong gas/air hose and in a permanent 
installation the length of the fl a me is expected to decrease radically. 

4.2 Operational Experiences 

A her adjusting/tuning the mixing station and the burner they warked without any 
problems during the whole trial. 

The specially designed and built mounting fra me allowed relativelv quick relocations 
of the burner between the different positions (even while the corrugator was 
running) as weil as good apportunities to actjust to the desired position (distance 
and angle between burner surface and paper). 

5 Execution of the Trial 

5.1 Separation in Ph ase s 

The trial happened to be split in two phases, a first one done in week 149 and a 
seeond on done in week 207. 

In the first phase the burner was put in all the 4 selected positions. 

In position 1-3 the burner was run alternately with full power and turned off 
respectively during 5 minutes Iong periods with otherwise stable conditions. 

In position 4 the burner was run with full power while the speed of the corrugator 
was altered. 

A Preliminary analysis of phase 1 showed that the power absorbed by the paper 
was substantially lo we r than expected with small changes in molsture/temperature 
and thus bi g uncertainty in the estimat ed power. 

Losses due to reflexion was ass u med to be an important contributing factor. 
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Before phase 2 the radiator was thus provided with ratleeting steel plates along the 
Iong sides of the radiator. 

In addition to that it was decided to put the radiator on ly in position 1 and to run 
with paper of low basis weight and to reduce rnachine speed in order to have as 
clearas possible changes in moisture and temperature (and thus an accurate power 
determination). 

Aslo in phase 2 the burner was run alternately with full power and turned off for 
5 minute periods. This was done for 3 different corrugator speeds and with 2 
different degreas of preheating of the paper betare the radiator. 

5.2 Size of Step Change 

The effect of the stepwise changes in power from the JR-radiator can in practice 
only be determined through visual investigation of the resulting time curves from 
the respective trials as it is added to the normal variations of the process in 
temperature and moisture. 

Because of the generally very small c hanges in maistura/temperature the size of the 
step c hanges sometimes becames difficult to d etermine and theratare the estimates 
contains a relativelv high degrea of uncertainty. 
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6 Explanations/Additionallnformation of Trial Results 

6.1 Preheating 

The degrea of preheating of the paper along the preheater cylinders is measured in 
% where O and 100 earrespond to minimum and maximum preheating for each 
cylinder. 

The wrap angla at min and max are not the same for the different positions 
lpreheaters). 

The bottom prehoater (bottom liner) has 2 separate wrap rolls lA and Bl and each 
on e can be adjusted from O to 100%. 

6.2 Absorbed power 

The power absorbed by the paper has been computed by adding the absorbed 
power mirrored in the form of a temperature increase and the absorbed power 
mirrored in the form of a moisture decrease when the radiator is turned on 
according to: 

Powerabstemp O tempiner * 1. 5 * grammage * width * speed * 1/60 

[kW) = [deg C • kJ,kg/deg C • kg/m2 • m • m/min • min/see] 

Powerabsmoist = moistdecr * 2330 * grammage * width * speed * 1/60 

[kW] = [%/100 • kJ/kg • kg/m2 • m • m/min • min/see] 

7 Results from extra checks/measurements 

The radiator has on different occasions been located at different distances from the 
paper. No significant difference in absorbed power in the interval35-7 cm has been 
possible to detect {if there is any it is with in the error margins of the trial). 

No two-sidedness in the hoating of a single paper (140 g/m2) can be detected in 
the used positions as the temperature of the upper and the lo we r side of the paper 
are the same (checked with hand held JR-termometer). 

No error because of dynamical effects du e to the relative ly short distances between 
radiator and sensor can be detected as the computed absorbed power is eonstant 
independent of time (speed). 
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8 Summary of Results 

In the first phase of the trial the power absorption by the radiated paper is about 
15 kW of the tota il y available 90 kW, that is a total effeciency of ab out 17%. 

The direct result in the form of change in temperature/molsture in the radiated 
paper is in the order of 5-1 O deg C temperature i nerease and a bo ut 0.2% 
decreased molsture content at normal productian speed and the most trequent 
paper grammage (140 g/m2). 

A ny possibility to increase the corrugator speed whi!e running double wall eau l d not 
be detected, a 10% i nerease in speed g ave unacceptable product qua l ity (the 
middle glue joint delaminated). 

In the seeond phase of the trial, while the radiator had been provided with side 
plates in order to decrease the reflexion of radiation from the paper, the power 
absorption of the radiated paper is about 20-22 kW of the total 100 kW, that is a 
total efficiency of about 21%. 

The direct result in the form of temperature increase/moisture decrease during 
phase 2 and at normal corrugator speed becomes: 

17 deg C and 0.0-0.1% moisture respectively when paper is not preheated, 
temperature 28 deg C 

12 deg C and 0.4% moisture respectively when paper is preheated to about 
70 deg C 

9 Discussion 

The results from the trials are very consistent. 

The table below shows the power absorption in kW for the different process setups 
in phase 2: 

Speed m/min 

160 110 70 

Preheating 80% 22.44 20.61 20.42 

Preheating 0% 21.90 22.96 21.68 

As can be seen about the same result ls reached Iaoking at power absorbtion 
despite the very varying conditions in form of preheating (paper temperature and 
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molsture before radiator), exposure time of radiation and time between radiation 
and messurements of the effect in the form of change in temperature and moisture. 

The achieved result expressedas total effeciency, 17 and 21% respectively, are 
low and considerably lower than expected from the estimated necessary power in 
the pre-stud y. 

9.1 Available Power 

The power delivered to the "contra! volume" is 

Pdelivered = Pgas + Plan 

Pgas is the delivered fuel power for which the amount was measured during the 
trial and by multiplying it with the lower heating value of propans a power of, most 
of the time, 100 kW was available. 

Pfan is the power needed by the fan to drive the mixing station and transport the 
air/gas mixture to the !R-radiator, a number that converted to heating power was 
about 4 kW. 

Thus in our case: 

Pdelivered = 1 00 + 4 = 104 kW 

9.2 Useful Power and Losses 

Part of the delivered power is converted into /R-radiation. For the utilized radiator 
the efficiency has been determined to about 60% in the laboratory {ref 3). 

In our case the available !R-radiation power becomes: 

Pradiation = P delivered • 0.6 = 104 • 0.6 = 62 kW 

Of the available !R-radiation on part will be absorbed by the radiated paper, Pabs, 
another part will be transmittad through the paper, Ptrans, and still another part will 
be reflected by the paper, Preflex. 

To this losses are added in form of edge losses, Pedge, convection to the 
surroundings, Pconv, and other losses, Pother. 

Thus: 

Pradiation = Pabs + Ptrans + Pref/ex + Pedge + Pconv + Pother 

The absorbed power, Pabs, was measured during the trial and found to be about 
21 kW (at 1 00 kW tu el power). 
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The edge losses are due to the fact that the radiator is 250 cm wide while the 
paper width is on ly 220 cm. If the loss is assumed to be proportional to the width 
difference, the edgs loss becomes: 

Pedge = (250-220)/250 • Pradiation = 7 kW 

The transmission loss is not known but we have all reason to assume that it is very 
low and can be neglected, thus Ptrans =0. 

Losses due to reflexion and convection as weil as other losses are not known bu 
can be calculated according to the above as: 

Preilex + Pconv + Pother = Pdelivered- Pedge- Pabs = 104-7-21 = 76 kW 

9.3 Efficiencies 

The losses, most of all through reflexion and convection, arethus about 76 kW and 
at an available power of 1 00 kW fuel the useful power is 21 kW, t hat is a total 
efficiency of 22% is corrections are made for fan and edge losses (21/(100+4-
7) =0.22). 

The radiation efficiency, that is the part of the avai!able radiation power that is 
useful, is about 38% (21/(62-71 =0.381 alter correcting for ed ge losses. 

Figur 7 Effektbalans för IR-strålare 
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9.4 Comparision with Measurements at Centre Technique du 
Papier. Grenoble 

The results show that for electric IR-dryers an efficiency of 40-50% is acieved at 
moisture levels of 30%, a number that decreases with lower moisture and reaches 
about 25% at a moisture content of 5%. 

For gasdriven IR-dryers the efficiency is about 40% at a maistura content of 30% 
and a bo ut 30% at 10% moisture. If the results from CTP are extrapolated down 
to the moisture content we have had (6-7%) an efficiency of about 25% seems to 
be a reasonabia result. 

Our result of about 21% is thus relativelv close to the results found at CTP, 
especially considering the ternporarv nature of our installation, that is without 
separate ventilation and with ternporarv re fleetors. 
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9.5 Gomparison of different heating Techniques (source CTP) 

CTP has a/so campared /R-radiators, microwave dryers and conventional drying in 
the form of air-toils and drying cylinders. 

Expressed as energy consumptian per kg evaporated water the drying cylinder is 
e/ear/y the most efficient, about double as efficient as micro waves and about 3 
times as efficient as !R-radiators in the moisture content intarval 15-30%. 

Lowering the moisture content decreases the efficiency but the relations are kept 
and at 6-7% molsture content drying cylinders are still a bo ut 3 times as efficient 
as JR-radiators. 

The microwave dryer in the CTP study does not seem to be able to be used with 
molsture content below 15% and is thus of no interest to the corrugator. 
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1 O Full Scale Installation - design, investment and 
running costs 

10.1 Required temperature/moisture corrections on corrugator 

The required corrections in temperature/molsture t hat can be identified on a modern 
corrugator are of two different types, one in the cross diraction of the corrugator 
(where possibilities today are nonexistant), another in the rnachine diraction of the 
corrugator (where the possibilities today are limited in power and dynamics). 

1 O. 1. 1 Required Correction in Cross Diraction 

A reasonabia design value for the molsture correction in the cross diraction is 2% 
molsture with a resolution in the cross diraction inta 15 cm seetians with a liner 
paper of 140 g/m2 and a corrugator speed of 160 m/min. 

Maisture correction is needed on the bottom liner and the liner paper of the outer 
single face web, that is in two positions (how the problem of gulding the single 
face web is to be solved we do not comment on at this stage). 

10.1.2 Required Correction in Machine Direction 

A reasonabia design value for molsture correction in the rnachine diraction is also 
2% for a liner paper of basis weight 140 g/m2 and a corrugator speed of 160 
m/min. 

Also in this case correction is to be done in two positions, on the bottom liner and 
on the liner side of the outer single face web. 

10.2 Power Requirements 

U sing the resulls of ou r trial, a 0.4% moisture decrease at 100 kW applied fuel 
power, we need a power of about 500 kW for a single paper in order to make a 
2% correction in moisture. 

For the single face web a slightly higher power is needed as part of the medium 
layer is also influenced. The trial indicates roughly a 50% higher power demand 
(absorbed power ab out 1 O kW for single face we b compared to 15 kW for bottom 
liner at similar conditions), that is about 750 kW for single face web. 

The power requirement is the same for correction in the cross diraction as in the 
rnachine direction. 
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An improvement in efficiency at a permanent installation from 22% to perhaps 25-
30% for a single paper wo u l d reduce the power demand in proportion to a bo ut 400 
and 600 kW respectively but we do not utilize this possibility in the following. 

1 O .3 Principal Solution 

10.3.1 Principal Solution Cross Direction Correction 

The base component in the installation is a radiator of the same type used in the 
trial with the differenee that it is seetioned into 15 cm wideseetians with individual 
eontro l of gas/air supply to each seetio n. 

For the bottom liner we need 5 radiators meaning a space requirement of about 2 
m in the rnachine diraction and about 35 cm in height. 

For the single face web we need 7 radiators meaning a space requirement of about 
3 m in the rnachine diraction and 35 cm in height. 
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Figur 1 O !R-installation för tvärskorrigering av fukthalt. 
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10.3.2 Principal Solution Machine Diraction Correction 

The base component is the radiator used in the trials. 

For the bottom liner we need 5 radiators (500 kW) while the single face web 
requires 7 radiators 1750 kW). 

The space requirements are the same as for the radiators for cross diraction 
correction. 

1 O .4 lnvestment Cost 

Approximate costs for the described installation are estimated to: 

CROSS DIRECTION: 

Bottom liner 2.4 mkr 

Single face web 3.2 mkr 

Cross direction, total 5.6 mkr-> 5.6 mkr 

MACHINE DIRECTION: 

Bottom liner 1.0 mkr 

Single face web 1.4 mkr 

Machine direction, total 2.4 mkr - > 2.4 mkr 

Cross and rnachine direction, total 8.0 mkr 

In the costs components and installation/eraction are included b ut not measurement 
and centroi equipment. 

1 O. 5 Operation al Cost 

The operational costs consist of electrical power to run the fans and fuel power to 
the radiators. 
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We assume that all radiators (cross and rnachine direction) are turned on at 
minimum power (20%) 1 minute betare the change to a new paper reel in the 
respective paper and that the radiators arethen run at full power for 1 minute after 
which time the y are turned off. 

We also assume that reels are changed in the respective facing layer every 40 
minute while the corrugator is running. 

The operational time of the corrugator is assumed to be 3000 hour a year. 

Assuming a price for electrical power of 300 kr/MWh and a gas price of 250 
kr/MWh and an electrical power consumptian of 1 O and 14 kW respectively for 
each radiator group on bottom liner and single face web we get the following 
operational costs per year: 

CROSS DIRECTION: 

Bottom liner 12 kkr 

Single face web 17 kkr 

Cross direction, total 29 kkr- > 29 kkr 

MACHINE DIRECTION: 

Bottom liner 12 kkr 

Single face web 17 kkr 

Machine direction, total 29 kkr - > 29 kkr 

Cross and rnachine direction, total 58 kkr 

11 Are !R-radiators an Alternate way of heating/
drying Paper when producing Corrugated Board? 

The question can be separated inta three parts that are corrections of moisture/
temperature for paper/single face web in the rnachine and cross direction 
respectively and drying of corrugated board. 
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11.1 Machine Direction 

Laoking at drying in the rnachine diraction the !R-radiation technology does not 
seem to be an alternative to the prehesting rolls used today that roughty have a 
capacity 3 timesthe tested radiator and according to the investigations at CTP are 
definitelv more efficient. 

When there is a need for improvements in the possibilities for ad justments in the 
rnachine diraction this can be achieved by installing additional heating surface and 
exchanging the actuators for the wrap arms to faster ones. 

11 . 2 Cross Direction 

Considering corrections in maistura/temperature in the cross diraction there are two 
principal ways, selective drying and selective moisturization respectively. 

seetioned !R-radiation represents a type of selective drying and is clearly a solution 
that from a technical and safety point of wiew is interesting and possible. 

So man y other techniques for seetioned drying are not available besides microwave 
drying, a technique that according to the studies at CTP is perhaps not possible to 
use at existing molsture levels. 

11 .3 Drying of Corrugated Board 

Considering drying of corrugated board the trials do not give much guidance. 
Howeve r, in the light of the achieved efficiencies one has to seriously question the 
published results regarding substitution the whole hot plats seetian with an IR~dryer 
(ref 4). 

11.4 The Answer 

The answer is thus: 

• IR-drying is hardly of interest for correction of molsture/temperature in the 
rnachine diraction 

• IR-drying is technica\ly of interest for corrections of molsture/temperature 
in the cross diraction 

If it is economica!ly interesting remalns to be judged 

• IR-drying as an alternative to the hot plates for drying of the combined 
corrugated board is probably insufficient and uneconomical 
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l 
BACKGROUND 

In any section of the paper machine, the objectives are to increase efficiency as 
well as quality and reduce costs, while following the general trends of 
increasing speed and width of the machine. Various paper properties have to be 
improved. Their variation in the cross direction and rnachine direction has to be 
reduced, even within narrow local regions of the web. lmproved runnability with 
fewer breaks and fewer stops and an overall energy efficiency in the integrated 
rnill are a part of these objectives. 

There is a wide variety of drying equipment osed in the paper in dustry. 
However, the use of steam-heated cylinders is the most common method used 
to dry paper. Dryer felts or fabrics are commonly used to hold the sheet against 
the cylinder surface except in the case of heavy paperboard. A modification to 
heated-cylinder drying has been the shift to a draw-free sheet transfer between 
dryer cylinders through the application of a single dryer felt which maintains 
centact with the sheet. This change results in only one side of the sheet being in 
centact with the drying cylinders while the other side of the sheet is in eonstant 
con ta et with the dryer felt. The large Yankee dryer cylinder is u sed to provide 
one-side heating for lightweight paper products. This single-side cylinder 
heating coupled with direct impingement of high-velocity hot air is the 
traditional way to dry tissue and toweling. More recently, through-air drying, 
where air is pushed or pulled through a permeable web, has been used in the 
drying of tissue, toweling, filter papers, and nonwovens. In contrast, the air
borne dryer uses an air jet to assist the transport of the sheet as well as to 
control the heat and mass transfer. Radiant and dielectric heating are 
occasionally used for supplemental heating. Press drying, that is, exposing the 
sheet to high temperatures (over 100 °C) wbile pressure is applied for short 
intervals in a hot nip, has been proposed for the drying of high-yield pulps 
containing very stiff fibers. 

Typically a dryer section of a paper rnachine contains 60 - 140 drying 
cylinders. 

With the naturallimit on steam pressure to be used in the drying cylinders 
because of shell thickness, the search for higher surface temperatures led to gas
flred cylinders. Around 1988, a first prototype for paper industry was iostalled 
with hot air impingement on the inside of the shell. 

The dryer seetian and auxiliary equipment must be designed to minirnize the 
energy usage. A good target is to use 2960 leJ/kg water evaporated. There are 
rnany macbines that use much more energy than this amount. The design of the 
systems that support the drying operation, such as steam and air handling 
systems, provide the main influence of energy consumption. 
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2 
CONVENTIONAL STEAM-HEATED DRYING CYLINDER 

A typical steam-heated drying cylinder is shown in fig. L 

Fig. l. A typical drying cylinder. 

The wet paper from the press seetian is passed over a series of steam heated 
cylinders. The cylinders are typically 1.2, 1.5 or 1.8 m in diameter. Modem 
machines most cornmonly use 1.8 m cylinders. Steam is fed into the cylinders 
and the heat from the steam is transferred through the east iron shell and into 
the paper web. Steam pressure can vary from sub-atmospheric pressure to 1000 
kPa depending on the paper grade. Synthetic fabrics are used to press the sheet 
tight against the cylinder. This improves the heat transfer by providing better 
con ta et between the paper we b and the drying cylinder. I t is in the o pen dra w 
between top and bottom dryers where the majority of the evaporation takes 
place. The evaporated water is carried away by ventilation air./1/ 

A condensate layer is formed inside the dryers as the steam condenses. This 
condensate la y er has a major influence on drying efficiency and unifonnity. On e 
of the major purposes of the steam and condensate system is to efficiently 
remove the condensate from the rotating dryers. A piece of equipment called a 
dryer syphon is used to remove the condensate from the dryer. Heat power 
demand for one steam cylinder is approximately 300 kW. So the total power 
demand for the drying part is 18 - 30 MW. 

Investment costs for one massiv steam heated cylinder are approximately 1.0 
milj.FIM. So the total cylinder costs for the whole paper rnachine are typically 
60 - 100 milj.FIM. Investment costs for the steam and condens system of a 
paper rnachine are roughly 20 milj.FIM. 

The traditional steam system sets a limit for the running speed of the paper 
rnachine (and also for the productian capacity); 1500 m/min. 
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3 
PRINCIPLE OF DIRECf HEATING AND POSSIBLE ADVANTAGES 

Direct fired cylinder heating for paper drying is a system where a product is 
brought over an outer surface of a cylinder format shell and inside the shell is 
brought gas and air or a mixture of gas and air which is burned inside the shell 
and hot exhaust gases are brought to a contact With the inside of the shell to 
transfer heat to the cylinder shell. 

air light heating 
cylinder 

exhaust gases to 
pocket ventilation 
or heat exchangeiS 

natural 
gas 

no condensation 

Fig. 2. Principle of direct gas :fired cylinder beater. 

Same of the possible actvantages with the direct fired system are Iisted below: 

- surface temperatures can be controlied by each cylinder and also along the 
direction of the cylinder axel 

- steam and condensate systems can be reduced or replaced totally 
- condensation problems can be reduced or avoided to tall y 
- lighter construction; running speed of the rnachine can be faster 
- shorter drying part of the rnachine 
- more efficient drying than with the traditional steam system 
- lower investment and operation costs than with the traditional steam system 
- production of different paper types with maximum speed 
- easier to iostallate to old rnachines than the steam heated cylinders 
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4 
PATENT EXAMPLES 

4.1 
Patent; J.V. Calhoun Company, USA: Methods of and Apparatus for Generating and 
Transferring Heat, Filed May 31, 1957/2/ 

This invention rela~es to methods of an apparatus for the intemal heating of 
hollow cylinders. 

Hollow cylinders hi the form of drums, rollers and the like have for many years 
bees used in many industries with heat applied interiorly thereof as by steam and 
other heating mediums. In same instances it has been proposed to place within 
the cylinder humers and to bum fuel within the cylinder for heat transfer to the 
interior surface. Where fuel has been burned inside the cylinder, the heat tranfer 
rates have been relatively low because of several factors. First, there is inherently 
present adjacent the inner surface of the cylinder relatively dead air which in 
itself formas the principal heat insulator and reduces the rate of heat transfer. The 
withdrawal of the spent products of combustion represents a finther problem and 
in the past has produced eddy currents and other flow of products of combustion 
in directions away from the interior surface of the cylinder. 

In accordance with the present invention, high rates of heat transfer to the 
interior surface of hollow cylinders have been attained, trasfer rates as high as 
94.5 kW/m2 of said cylindrical surface. Such high rates of heat transfer have 
been accomplished by eliminating substantially entirely the dead air space 
adjacent the inner curved surface, the avoidance of any tendency of the flame 
and hot products of combustion to move away from the interior surface of the 
cylinder, and by the attainment of unexpectedly high efficiency in the convection 
transfer of heat from the gases to the cylinder wall. 

Fig. 3. An isometric view of an embodimcnt of the invention with supporting 
parts omitted. 
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Fig. 4. A sectional view of the cylinder-heating arrangement of fig. 9. 

Fig. 5. An isometric view of a fractional part of the burner and associated 
apparatus. 

By reason of the high heat transfer rates attainable, there is realized a 
considerable reduction in the number of drying rolls required for a given 
installation. For example, where 40 or 50 steam heated drying rolls are now 
required in paper making, the number may be reduced to 15 or 20 with a 
corresponding decrease in required floor space for a given paper-treating system. 
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4.2 
Patent; MidJand-Ross Corporation, USA: Direct Fired Cylinder Heater, 
Priority Aug., 26, 1985 /3/ 

4.2.1 

The gas fired paper dryer consists of four major cornponents; a nozzle box 
assembly, recirculation fan, gas bumer, and a dryer shell. The assembly of the 
nozzle boxes, the fan hou~ing and the burner body is supported by two hollow 
shafts, which are fixed to "the dryer frame. The dryer shell is supported by two 
hearings and can rotate freely without contacting the inside structure. The fan 
sbaft is Supported by two ·hearings inside the hollow shaft. The burner is insered 
into the shaft of the nozzle box support at the opposite end of the dryer. The fan 
delivers hot air to the nozzle boxes where it impinges onto the inside surface of 
the dryer. The spent air retorns to the centre plenum of the dryer mixing with 
combustion gases after which it is re-introduced to the nozzle boxes. Exhaust air 
is taken out of the dryer through exhaust ports at the end of the dryer . 

.. 
i: 

Fig. 6. Direct fired cylinder heater /3/ 

Application; Linerboard application of the gas heated paper dryer/4/ 

The gas heated paper dryer has been under development at ABB Flakt Ross Inc. 
throughout the 1980's. By repaicing one or more regular steam dryers with it, 
papennakers can realise significant increases in paper drying capacity at a 
fraction of the capital east and rnachine downtime of other alternatives. 

The first gas heated paper dryer was built and tested in ABB Flakt Ross Inc. 
research laboratory between 1981 and 1984. It demonstrated the mechanical 
feasibi!ity of the idea and the potential for increased drying. 

The first mill prototype was iostalled at Fiarobeau Paper Corp in 1988 on the l 
machine. which makes a wide variety of grades and colours of fine paper. 
Testing on site demonstrated a potential productian increase on the order of 
15 % with a single roll, with no advcrsc effects on sheet quality whatsoever. 
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The current design of the gas heated paper dryer has the capacity to do the work 
of 4 to 6 regular steam dryers. Some key design parameters are shown in table L 

Table L Gas heated paper dryer design parameters/4/. 

Maximum heat transfer rate 95.000 W/m2 

Maximum intemal air temperature 650 'c 
Maximum dryer surface temperature 315 'c 
Impingement air velecity as in yankee hood 

Two gas heated paper dryers have recently been installed on P.M. 5 at 
Paperboard Industries Corp. in Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada. Table 2 
shows some key parameters of the machine. By replacing dryers 28 and 29 of the 
53-cylinder dryer section, a 13.3 % increase in productian was sought. 

The installation is shown schematically in figure 18. Supply systems were housed 
on a mezzanine in the basement on the tending side, and exhaust systems on a 
mezzanine at the rnachine level, on the drive side. Each dryer employs a 2.64 
MW (9 MBtu!hr) burner and a 150 kW (200 hp) recirculation fan inside the roll. 

Fig. 7. Flakt Ross Gas Fired Cylinder Dryer/4/ 

The installation included several additional features. New rnachine frame parts 
were installed to accommodate the new dryers. Maintenance was a key consern, 
and it was incorporated into the design of the recirculation hearings. For 
maximum efficiency, exhaust gases are recirculated back into the pocket 
ventilation system. The two dryers operate completely independently, from a 
common contra! panel. High temperature dryer fabrics were investigated and are 
employed. 
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Table 2. Paperboard P.M.5 parameters/4/. 

linerboard and corrugated medium 

Escher Wyss roll former and Tampella long-nip press 

Dryers: 1.5 m (59~) diameter and 4.72 m (186~) face width 

400 M.T.P.D. from 100% recycled stock 

4.3 
Patent application; Jamcon Oy: A solution and device for treating a web type 
product, 1991/5/ 

The application is made for treating a web type product, especially for drying it. 
The product is brought to a contact with a cylindrical surface. Gas and air or a 
mixture of gas and air is brought inside the cylinder. The mixture is burnt inside 
the cylinder and the hot exbaust gases are brought in contact with the inner 
surface of the cylinder to transfer heat to the cylinder. To get a reliable and 
simple construction many burner nozzles are located along the the cylinder axle 
inside the cylinder. The exhaust gases are directed radially against the inner 
surface of the cylinder . 

• 

Fig. 8. A solution and dcvice to treat a web type product. l) cylinder surfacc, 2) 
bearings, 3) gas, 4) air, 5) burner device, 6) flames, 1) suction nozzlc, 8) exhaust 
pipc/14/. 
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5 
SPECIAL TECHNICAL QUESTIONS 

5.1 
General 

5.2 
paper quality 

Typically paper producers are very conservative and every new application and 
device must be carefully designed and tested before it can be taken inta a larger 
use. Succesfull pilot plant tests are essential for convincing the decision makers 
that a system is reliable and econornical. Before it is reasonable to make any 
pilot plants many technical questions must be exaroined i detail such as: 

dryer fabric; temperature durability, special materials 
construction of the drying cylinder; materials, loads and dimensioning 
hearings and gaskets; temperature durability, thermal extension 
maintenance and safety aspects; gas leakage, gas fire, dryer warm-up 
procedure 
paper quality 

As an example paper quality is exaroined in paragraph 5.2. 

lncreasing the steam pressure inside the dryers increases the temperature. 
However, there are practical limitations to the maximum pressure that can be 
used. Most lightweight printing papers cannot use high pressures especially at the 
wet end of the dryer section. It is not unusual to see pressures below atmosphere 
in the wet end dryers of fine paper machines. 

Same papers are harmed if the temperature of drying is too high. Glassine and 
groundwood papers, for example, must not be dried at too high a temperature. 
High temperatures are best suited to high-speed kraft papers and paperboard. It 
is not unusual for linerboard maebirres to use 200-500 kPa pressures in the early 
dryers and quickly gradnate to pressures up to 1000 kPa. For paperboard too high 
a temperature may cause ply separation on cylinder paper. 

In general, paper should be raised in temperature slowly at the wet end of the 
dryer seetian in order to prevent picking, blistering, blowing (in the case of 
multi-cylinder boards), case hardening, cockling, and curling. Contact of cold 
paper with a first dryer that is too hot will cause sticking and pulling of 
excessive fiber from the sheet. Graduated drying is desired from the standpoint 
of improved sizing. The paper should never be overdried, since this eauses 
brittleness and reduced strenght. However, in order to get the center of the sheet 
dry, the edges are often overdried. This not only results in extra steam 
consumption, but also can result in a loss of sheet strength. A general rule is that 
"the higher the printing requirements, the lower the wet end stcam pressures and 
the mo re grad u al the i nerease in steam pressurc"-
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5.2.1 
Test results/6/ 

6 

Flakt Ross Inc. has installed a field prototype unit of a gas heated paper dryer at 
Flambeau Paper at Park Falls, Wisconsin. The number l paper rnachine at 
Fiarobeau produces number one uncoated opaque paper, high speed bond, mimeo, 
duplicator/savin and zerocopy tagether with pocket folder and envelope paper. 
These different types of paper are made in basis weight ranges from 60 to 178 
glm2• The colours range from bright and cream-white right through all the 
colours of the rainbow. The finishes include smooth, vellum and satin matte. 

The mill has not been able to detect any problems as far as quality is conserned 
even with the highest temperatures. As far as can be determined, the sheet is not 
subjected to temperatures above 100 °C and is only against the hot rnetal less 
than one second. 

HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS 

6.1 
General 

There weren't any ready calculation rnethods available for the calculation of heat 
transfer of the gas fired drying cylinder. So a special computer program was 
made as a part of the preliminary study to calculate the heat transfer and energy 
balance of the gas fired drying cylinder. 

The theory which was used in the calculations is based on the heat and mass 
transfer correlations for turbulent impinging jets. 

The applications of impingement cooling or heating are wide ranging, and 
include processes such as drying of paper and textiles, tempering of glass, 
cooling of electronic components and turbine blades. In an industrial application, 
such as calender cooling or cooling of high energy density electronic 
components, where highly localized cooling is des i red, a single jet (or a row of 
widely-spaced jets) is usually employed. However, when a targer surface is to be 
heat ed (or cool ed), as in the case of an impingement dryer for newsprin t, tissue 
or textiles, rows or arrays of jets are preferred. Slot and circular jets are the two 
most frequently-encountered configurations. Figure 9 shows same of the nozzle 
geomctries and arrangements used in practice. 

<,(w,) 

b,J 
Wif/~.f;)m4if4 
(•l ~tcE (b) CONTOUAEO 

NOZZLE 

Fig. 9. Flow arrangementsn/. For the computer program the arrangement type c) 
was choscn; arrays of jcts with cxhaust ports. 
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6.2 

Som e alternatives for the location of the nozzles are shown in figure 32. 

l ' ' ---1----1..-J--10101 
' l ' 

a) ~~~IQtct2L 
.-~-~ 

c) 

! Il ! i Il 
lP-! 

b) 

Fig. 10. Alternatives to locate the burner nozzles. 

For the computer program the arrangement type c) was chosen; hexagonally 
located nozzles. The nozzles are located along the same surface area as the 
contact angle of the paper. 

Geometrical optimization of the nozzle system 

6.3 

The goal for the construction of the nozzle system is to get the highest possible 
heat transfer coefficient per area with a specific burner output. There are three 
main dimensions which specify the geometry of the bumer: 

l. 
2. 
3. 

The diameter of the nozzle, D 
The distance between the nozzles, U 
The distance between the nozzle and the cylinder surface, Z 

Martin has analyzed the heat transfer with circular nozzles and defined the 
geometrical dimensions corresponding to optimized heat transfer coefficient/8/. 
Martin's theory was used in the computer program. 

Input and output 

The computer program which was made for the heat transfer calculations consists 
of one main program and 12 subprograms. 

Following variables are used as input for the program: 

Q k 
12 
T max 
D s 

= drying effect, kW/m2 

= temperature of the drying cylinder, "C 
= maximum allowed construction temperature, "C 
= diameter of the nozzle, mm 
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Program gives following output: 

Qrad 
Qkonv 
lambda 
m p 
m1 

u n 
n 
Zn 
w 
T4 
et 

= amount of radiation heat transfer, % 
= amount of the convective heat transfer, % 
=air factor 
= natural gas consumption, gfsm2 ; 

= combustion air consumption, gfSrn2 

= gas velacity in the nozzle, m/s 
= amount of nozzles 
= distance of the nozzles from the.surface, mm 
= distance between the nozzles, mm 
= temperature of the exhaust gases, oc 
= total efficiency of the drying, % 
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6.4 
Calculation example 

Same calculation results are shown in fig. 11 and table 3. 

···t····-·········t···············; ............... .j. ............. , .............. j .. . 

-----···'················'····· 

__ j················!·············· 

.. . ....... . ··-···-··+············-··;······· 

, --------------i-------------L ............ .l----·--------i--------------~------·······-L---------·············-
1 . . l : l . 

~~.----.~.----!.----~ .. ----f..----~.c---~ .. c---~.~.--~ •• 

Fig. 11. Drying efficiency (et) as a function of drying effect (Qk) with different 
cylinder temperatures (T2) when Tmax = 600 <>c, Ds = 6 mm. 

Table 3. Calculation results with different drying effects (Qk) when 12 = 200 oc, 
Tmax = 600 •c, Ds = 6 mm. 

Qk, kW/m2 

20 40 60 80 100 

Qrad (%) 3.7 1.9 1.2 0.9 0.7 

Qkonv (%) 96.3 98.1 98.8 99.1 99.3 

larnbda 5.44 5.44 5.44 5.44 5.44 

mp (glsm2) 1.62 4.65 8.58 13.26 1859 

roi (glsm2) 130 374 690 1067 1496 

un (m/s) 21.2 61.2 113.1 174.8 245 

n 546 546 546 546 546 

Zn (mm) 33 33 33 33 33 

Ld (mm) 46 46 46 46 46 

T(nC) 482 518 533 543 549 

et(%) 24.7 17.2 14.0 12.1 10.8 
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6.5 
Experiences from a laboratOr)' unit and pilot plant/9/ 

Flakt Ross Inc. laboratory unit was designed and fabricated in Toronto and tested 
in Toledo in 1982 and 1983. The east iron cylinder was 1.5 meters in diameter 
and 4.1 meters in face lenght. Water was distributed to the east iron cylinder 
through a wetted felt. The laboratory tests did not involve paper and were used to 
determine the trasfer to the east iron dryer and to come up with a design that was 
compatible with a modern paper machine. 

Thetested gas fired paper dryer was the type presented in paragraph 5.9. 

About 90 % of the air is recirculated around the nozzle box system. About 10 % 
of the air is brought in for combustion and the equivalent exhaust mass is 
exhausted through the ports at the end of the dryer. 

The results of the laboratory tests in Toledo are shown in figures 37 and 38. 
Figure 12 shows the heat transfer coefficient versus the jet vetocity for a 
temperature of 760 °C. Figure 13 shows heat flux generated versus the jet 
vetocity for a temperature of 760 oc. 

Fig. 12. Heat transfer coefficient of the gas fired paper dryer as the function of 
jet velocity ./9/ 

Heo.t flux v.s.Jec. Velocit.y 
rs~. 

t 60000. 

~ ~5000. 

~ 

~ 30000. 

• -·=. 
o. 

o. >o. 40. 60. 
~~ ,Jet. Ydodt,y nV.sec. 

Fig. 13. Heat flux of the gas fircd paper dryer as the function of jet velocity./9/ 
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7 

The Flakt Ross Inc. type gas fired paper dryer was installed in Flambeau Paper at 
Park Falls, Wisconsin, USA. The trim was 2.440 m at the reel and 2.500 m on 
dryer number 16. The moisturc in the paper at dryer number was 40 %. 
Diameter of the dryer was 1220 mm. Productian was 100 short tons/day fine 
paper (60-178 g/m'). Maximum speed 340 m/min. 

Drying rate of 100 kg H20/m2/h. The mill was not able to detect any effect on 
paper qua! ity for an y of their grades. 

ECONOMICAL ANALYSIS 

7.1 
Possibilitys for energy savings 

In theory it is needed 1.12 kg steam to evaparate l kg of water (2300 kl/kg). In 
practise the steam consumptian is 1.3-2 kg steam/1 kg of evaporated water./10/ 

[n a back-pressure power plant only 1/5-part of the energy of the fuel can be 
transferred to electricity. The steam w hi ch is coming out of the turbine is still 
over atmospheric pressure and i t can be used in the processes of a factory. The 
steam condensates to water in the drying cylinders of a paper rnachine and the 
conedensed water is pumped back to the power plant. So up to 80 % of the 
energy content of the fuel can be u sed as heat or eketricity. Losses in the boiler 
are 10-15 %, same prosents in the turbine and the rest in the delivery system 
(radiation etc.)./111 

Non-condensibles such as air can build up in the dryer section and cause a loss 
in heat transfer efficiency. A small amount of steam needs to be bled off the 
system to prevent any buildup. This number can range up to 465 kl/kg water 
evaporated with a poor design./1/ 

Although a good dryer drainage system will never vent steam to maintain 
differential pressure in the dryers, there are many maebirres where venting to a 
condenser or atmosphere is a normal part of operation. This is extremely bad 
practise. Venting amounting to as much as 1160 kl/kg of water evaporated is 
possible./1/ 

The direct fired heated system of Flakt Ross lnc. is between 75 % and 80 % 
efficient in the transfer of energy to the water or paper. If the exhaust gases are 
used in the pocket ventilation system of the paper machine, the efficicncy rises to 
approximately 95 %./9/ 
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The possible energy savings with direct fired heating system are estimated in 
table 4. 

Table 4. Possible energy savings with the direct fired heating system. Drying 
energy demand 7 GJ/t, board productian 200.000 t/a, energy price 50 FIM/MWh. 

The amount of Energy Energy Total Total 
drying energy needed for needed for energy energy 
produced with the direct the steam demand ""~ 
the direct fired Iued system, (MWbla) (mi!j.FIM/a) 
system system, efficiency 
(%) efficiency 80% 

95% (MWbla) 
(MWh!a) 

o - 486111 486111 24.3 

10 40936 437500 478436 23.9 

20 81871 388889 470760 23S 

30 122807 340278 463085 23.2 

40 163743 291667 455410 22.8 

50 204678 243056 447734 22.4 

60 245614 194445 440059 22.0 

70 286550 145833 432383 21.6 

80 327485 ·= 424707 21.2 

90 368421 48611 417032 20.9 

100 409357 - 409357 205 
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7.2 
Other possibilitys for savings 

Table 5 shows a comparison of the total cost of installing ten steam dryers or 
two gas heated paper dryers. Cost estimation for the gas heated paper dryer is 
based on estimation that with one gas heated paper dryer 5 steam-heated paper 
dryers can be replaced. 

Table 5. Cost savings with the gas heated paper dryer./9/ 

STEAM GAS 
DRYERS DRYERS 

Productian increase, % 20% 20% 

Number of dryers 10 2 

Approx. capita! cost for 1.500.000 3.000.000 
installation, USD 

Machine changes, USD 3.500.000 o 
Machine downtime, days 15 4 

Lost production, USD 2.500.000 670.000 

TOTAL COMPARATIVE 7.500.000 3.670.000 
COST, USD 

In figure 14 it is shown the space savings with a french application. 

Fig. 14. Space savings with a french application. 
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8 
MARKET POTENTIAL 

The market potential for the direct fired system is calculated in table ? . The 
estimated productian capacity increase is based on information from FAO's report 
/12/. 

Table 6. World total paper and paperboard capacity/12/ and estimated amount of 
cylinders. 

Capaclty "'= MachiDes Cy!iDdcrs •=· 
"''= ToW ""' 

,, 
(100.000 "' cy!illd<rs · 

""' "" 
,,_ tfmacb.) pc:<Jnuch.) "''= 
""' 

1000 1/3 1000 1/a 1000 1/a ,. ""' ""' .. 
NOllhem America 95289 104879 ""' 1918000 10<9 """ "' ,...,. 

"'"' "'"' 6978 1395600 "' '"' Jn 

Western Europe '"'" 85278 16199 )239800 "' 21320 ... 
""""'" ""' '"' '" "'"' n "" ' 
Afu~ 1013 1210 ,,., 

"'"' 12 "' " 
Latin Aro.<:ric.t 13528 ""' 

,..,, 
'"'"' no 4241 183 

"'" 2.6101 290<2 ''" """" "" "'' '" 
""=""""' ""' ''" o " 1410 o 
US>R '""' 12800 o o '" ""' ' 
OOm ""' ""' ' 1000 " $ll o 
World total ""'" ''''" 39513 """"" "" 7470S '"" 

Table 7. World total paper and paperboard capacity and estimated energy 
consumptian for paper drying. 

Capacity """"' ""'" "'= U 10% or ,..,= 0000. ,..,= "'""' "" tacrgyis 

""' "" 1995- """""' ""' wi.tb gas 

1000 tia 1000 tia 1000 !la •• GW>h """"' milj. m3/a 

Nor1beru America ""' ""'" ""' 1918000 83321 7619 "' ,.,.. 
""" """ "" "'""' "'" "" 300 

WCS1eru Europe '""' ,,.,, 16199 3239800 67749 ""' "" """"" 3058 3225 "' '""' "'' m "' Afu~ 1013 1210 '" '""" '" '" w 
l.atW America ""' .. , .. '"' """" nm "" "" Asi3 26101 """' "'' 588200 """ '"' "' Eas!ern Europ< '"' "'' «" "' U"'R "'"' '""' 10169 '"' o•= 2081 "'" ' woo 1657 • , 
World 1o1al '""% ''""" 39513 7902600 237405 31391 "m 
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9 
CONTINUATION OF THE PROJEC!' 

Next phase (phase 2) of the project should be started immediately after the 
preliminary study (autumn 1992). 

Phase 2: Setting up a development group 

After phase l there should be enough data and evidence that paper rnachine 
manufacturers can make decision if they want to participate the development 
project. In phase 2 the market potential of the new cylinder heating method is 
estimated more accurately. Economical benefits and business strategy for natural 
gas suppliers, paper producers and paper rnachine manufacturers is analysed. 
Agrcements are made between possible partners which are ready to start a more 
concrete development project. 

Phase 3: Productian of a prototype 

The actual development work contains the thoraugbly made modelling of heat 
transfer. After heat transfer calculations drawings (preliminary and maschine 
shop) of the cylinder can be made. 

Cylinder, burner and another parts are manufactored after maschine shop 
drawings. Assembling work is done and the equipment is tested. 

Test runs are analysed and modificatios are made. 

Phase 4: Pilot plant tests 

Productional pilot plant tests can be made after succesful prototype tests. A 
suitable pilot plant factory is searched, plans for real tests are made. Pilot plant 
equipment is designed and manufactured. Tests are made and analysed. 

Phase 5: Marketing and productian 

Market efforts can be started already during pilot plant test runs. Massproduction 
can be started after succesful pilont plant tests. 
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10 
SUMMAR Y 

The goal of the project was to find out if paper drying could be reasonable done 
with gas fired cylinders. The preliminary study contained the collection of basic 
data; litterature, patents, experiences from pilot plants. The technical analysis of 
the preliminary study contained a rough calculation of heat transfer with a 
computer program w h ich was made as a part of t~e preliminary stud y. Direct 
fired system was campared to steam heating. 

General tendency in paper productian is that various paper properties have to be 
improved. Their variation in the cross seetian direction and rnachine direction has 
to be reduced. Improved runnability with fewer breaks and fewer stops and an 
overall energy efficiency in the integrated mill are a part of these objectives. 
With the natural limit on steam pressure to be used in the drying cylinders, 
increase of speed and width of the machine, one possibility to reach higher 
surface temperatures and higher drying efficiency could be direct gas fired 
cylinders. 

With a patent and litterature search it was found 9 patents or patent applications. 
The oldest patent was from year 1932. 

Around 1988, a first prototype of a direct fired system which uses hot air 
impingement on the inside of the s hell was installed for paper industry. 

By reason of the high heat transfer rates attainable, there is a possibility for 
reduction in the nomber of drying cylinders. For example, where 40 or 50 steam 
heated drying cylinders are now required in paper making, the nomber may be 
reduced to 15 or 20 with a corresponding decrease in required floor space. 

There are no significant losses when gas and combustion air are transported to 
the drying cylinders. The direct fired system can be between 75 % and 80 % 
efficient in the transfer of energy to the water or paper. If the exhaust gases are 
used in the pocket ventilation system of the paper machine, the efficiency rises to 
approximately 95 %. Up to 80 % of the energy content of the fuel can be osed 
as heat or dectricity when using the back-pressure power plant with steam 
heated drying cylinders. 

As a result from the preliminary study it can be stated that gas fired system 
offers an interesting possibility to reach higher surface temperatures and better 
drying efficiency than steam heated cylinders. 
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Introduction 

The 
of 

paper industry is 

this is used in 

a major consumer 

the form of 

of energy. About 50% 

steam to heat drying 

cylinders. Not only is this an inefficient use of energy, but 

the limitations, in terms of 

mean that steam heating 

steam pressure and temperaturs, 

is inflexible and restricts 

development of faster drying processes. In the UK natural gas 

supplies about 30% of the primary energy and British Gas is 

working to increase this share. Direct fired drying is one 

way to achieve this. However the benefits for the paper 

industry could be even greater. 

The UK Paper Industry 

In the UK there are about 80 major paper and board mills 

which consume over 100,000 TJoules per year. In a year a 

medium sized mill uses about 500 TJoules of primary fuel to 

generate about 300 TJoules of steam and 7GWh of electricity, 

which is supplemented by about 25GWh from the electricity 

supply grid. This is a cost of around E2M per year and 

represents between 15 and 25% of the manufacturing cost. 

The future for the Paper Industry 

The paper industry in Europe faces many difficulties. An 

article in the Financial Times in August 1992 summarises the 

problem: 
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11 ••• paper manufacturing is 

strengthens, 

difficulties 

prices move 

of bringing on 

capital-intensive. When demand 

up quickly because of the 

new capacity. But when demand is 

weak, capacity reduction is almost impossible and prices fall 

equally quickly." 

New gas firing technology for the paper industry needs to be 

developed with this in mind. The industry needs to be able to 

increase 

without 

productian output and reduce 

having to spend on high cost 

manufacturing costs 

or high risk capital 

investment. 

apportunities for gas 

There are a number of ways that gas fired systems could be, 

or are already being, used to enhance paper drying. These 

include infra-red drying and convective drying as well as gas 

firing of drying cylinders. 

Infra-red systems are being used for moisture 

post-coating drying and pre-heating of the paper 

drying seetian of the paper machine. 

The Jet-foil Cylinder 

profiling, 

web in the 

An example of convective drying, which has recently been 

developed, is the Jet-foil cylinder of Spooner Industries. 

This is a system which utilises jets of hot air which dry the 

web whilst holding it in suspension. These have found 

application as an effective alternative to the conventional 

drying cylinder immediately after a coating process. Drying 

performance i's enhanced and the absence of solid centact 

means that problems of "picking" and 11 sticking" do not occur. 

Benefits of gas fired drying cylinders 

However, the main energy consumer remains the drying cylinder 

itself. The potential benefits of gas firing of drying 
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cylinders include: 

higher temperature drying, leading to faster 

drying rates and increasing paper production. All 

the indications are that the use of higher cylinder 

temperatures will substantially improve the drying 

rate. 

lower energy 

Efficiencies of gas 

excess of 70%, with 

consuroption and emissions. 

fired cylinders should be in 

further heat recovery possible 

by pre-heating air for the hood. 

better process control. Gas fired cylinders will 

be capable of a faster response over a wider 

temperature range than steam. 

improved paper quality. Better control always 

leads to quality improvements, but there is also the 

possibilty of varying the heat flux across a 

cylinder to improve the moisture profile. 

lower capita l costs. The alternatives of 

increasing the number of cylinders on a machine, or 

increasing steam 

compared with a gas 

pressures are 

fired cylinder 

very expensive 

installation. The 

possibilty 

light-weight 
al so exists 

fabricated steel 

the actual cylinder cost. 

for manufacturing 

cylinders to reduce 

new drying processes. As well as increasing the 

cylinder temperature to increase drying rate, the 

new drying processes which are being developed, 

such as press consolidatian and impulse drying, will 

only reach their true commercial potential with 

higher cylinder temperatures. 
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The Flakt cylinder 

With these benefits to be gained, it is not surprising that a 

commercial gas fired cylinder already exists. This is the 

Flakt Ross cylinder, which utilisas an elaborate system of 

interna! baffles and nozzles to produce an array of hot gas 

jets which impinge on the interna! cylinder surface. These 

cylinders have not yet proved to be a commercial success and 

in the current eecnornie elimate their high east means that 

widespread adoption in the paper industry is unlikely. 

Nevertheless Flakt cylinders have been used in paper mills 

and it is useful to examine the published information and 

claims. 

It is claimed that substituting 2 steam cylinders with gas 

fired cylinders will yield a 20% increase in productian rate. 

Efficiencies of around 95% have been achieved with heat 

recovery 

260°C 

from the exhaust gases. cylinder temperatures up to 

can be achieved with the use of special high 

temperature fabrics. Installation costs for two cylinders on 

a 4m-wide rnachine at 1990 prices were around $3M, campared 

with around $5M for 10 extra steam-heated cylinders required 

to give the same increase in productian rate. 

Other Systems 

A number of other systems for gas firing of drying cylinders 

have been proposed. These include the use of pre-mix and 

nozzle-mix linear burners and cylinders heated internally or 

externally with infra-red panels. 

Gas fired cylinder at Pira. 

R&D at British Gas began in the mid 1980s with the 

development of a small scale gas fired 

Pira International. This has been used 

drying cylinder at 

by Pira as an 

experimental facility for studying new high temperature press 
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and impulse drying processes. However, the opportunity was 

soon recognised for developing a gas fired cylinder for 

conventional drying on a commercial scale. 

To help establish the potential (and the possible development 

problems) 

undertaken 

of the 

testing 

gas 

on the 

tests 

fired cylinder, British Gas has 

cylinder at Pira. In preliminary 

the unit was shown to be capable of generating surface 

heat fluxes in excess of 100 kW/m2 at surface temperatures up 

to 250°C and speeds up to 200m/min. Gross combustion 

efficiencies were between 60 and 70%. Preliminary results of 

paper drying tests indicate that temperatures up to 250°C can 

be used at a range of paper moisture contents, to provide an 

increase in drying rate with no detericration in paper 

quality. 

Future developments 

No 

to 

doubt any of these gas fired systems could be 

achieve an acceptable and effective method 

engineered 

of heating 

drying cylinders. The challenge is to find a way which is 

effective, reliable, economically attractive and which paper 

makers will be willing to adopt. To do this a number of 

features need to be demonstrated. These include: 

- uniform temperatures 

- reliability 

- good control 

- beneficial effect on paper quality and productian 

- low capital, installation and operating costs. 

British Gas is undertaking 

analytical work to develop 

This will include testing 

a programme of experimental and 

and demonstrata these aspects. 

of full scale systems on a 
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purpose-built 

firing system, 

installation at 

experimental rig. It is intended 

developed in this way, will 

a paper mill. 

New Dryinq Processes 

that the gas 

lead to an 

Pira International have used the experimental cylinder to 

study new thermo-mechanical drying processes. These include: 

hot pressing, as in the Ternsee Press developed by 

OG International, Spain; 

press consolidatian whereby water is removed by 

high intensity evaporation under total pressure; 

impulse drying where the sheet is subjected to 

intense heat and pressure for a short time. 

The full potential of these new processes will not be 

achievable with the temperature and heat transfer rate 

limitations of steam cylinders. However, with gas fired 

cylinders these limitations will be removed and the path 

cleared for major changes in the way that paper is dried. 

Conclusions 

Gas firing offers many apportunities for enhancing paper 

drying. Many of the problems associated with conventional 

methods can be overcome. Improvements in productian rate and 

product quality, tagether with lower capital and operating 

costs can be made available to paper manufaoturers to help 

them overcome the difficulties of demand fluctuations. The 

opportunity also exists for gas to replace steam as the 

preferred means of heating cylinders and to bring about major 

advances in paper drying processes. 
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Table 1 

Benefits of Gas Fired Dryinq cylinders 

- higher temperature drying 

- lower energy consumptian 

- lower emissions 

- better process control 

- improved paper quality 

- temperature profiling capability 

- lighter weight (fabricated) cylinders 

- lower capita! costs 

- new drying processes - (e.g. impulse drying) 

Table 2 

THERMO-MECHANICAL PAPER DRYING 

Method Temperature Drying rate 
·c Kg/hfm2 

Hot pressing 100-120 
(Temsec) 

Press consolidatian 120-200 100-200 

Impulse drying 175-400 1500-8000 
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Figure 2 
Flakt Ross Cylinder 
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STFI (The Swedish Pulp and Paper Research Institute) is one of the leading 
research centers in the area of pulp and paper. The institute has unique pilot 
equipment. The pilot paper rnachine FEX wil1, at the end of the year, 
celebrate its tenth anniversary. During the ten years, forminghas been the 
prime target of the research on the pilot machine. 

The wire section on FEX has four different formin g positions (A, B, C and D) and headboxes for single layer, multilayer < 
high consistency forming. Some headboxes can be used in sel•eral different positions. 

Figure l. 

Figure l shows the layout of the machine. It consists of two twin-wire 
forming stations and one fourdrinier section. A particular feature of the 
rnachine isthat it has a closed white water system which enables 
experiments at equilibrium conditions similar to full scale operation. Also, 
the rnachine has double stock and approach systems to achieve multi-layer 
forming (Figure 2). 
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He~t-e~<changer Deaerators 

Wire sectmn Press seetron 

Shower water 

._ DOSAGE POlfi:T IZI FILTER ~PUMP - PUL.PLINEl - PULPLINE2 

The FEX·system includes pulp preparation, pulp storage and chemicals preparation, and a white water systern with two 
short drculations and one Iong cir-culation from which the material in the excess white wateris recol'ered using a disc filter. 
This example shows the forming of a three-layer sheet. 

Figure 2. 

At STFI, the long term development of the FEX rnachine is a major concern. 
!t is important that it applies the latest technology. Ideall y, it should apply 
technology that will remain in the forefront for a long period of time. The 
institute has recently undertaken a pre-study in order to decide whether or 
not an impulse dryer should be incorporated in the existing pilot system. 

Drying of paper is considered by man y as low tech. The dryer section of a 
paper rnachine represents a huge capital investrnent although it still uses 
the same basic technology as fifty years ago. However during the last twenty 
years we have seen a few totally new drying concepts grow from the 
laboratory to the pilot stage. Two of those have been particularly put in 
focus narnely the Tampella Condebelt process and impulse drying. The 
Condebelt process represents one type of press drying, i.e. drying under 
pressure and total restraint, whereas impulse drying stems from laboratory 
trials where extremelyhigh drying rates have been observed w hen paper is 
dried in a press nip in centact with a hot surface with a temperature far 
above 100 degrees Celsius. The reasons for the very high dewatering rates 
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that has been observed have been attributed to new mechanisms for water 
transport, although the investigators do not. agree upon which mechanism 
is the correct one. There is not much agreement either upon whether the 
entire impulse process would lead to any significant savings in the total 
drying energy cost. However, the specilie drying energy with impulse drying 
is calculated to be only between 1000 and 2000 k)/kg removed water as 
compared with 3000 to 4000 k) /kg removed water in a conventional drying 
section. 

Addition of an impulse dyer to FEX has been discussed for about live years. 
A pre-study was made by Torbjörn Hansson as part of a contra et work for 
the Swedish National Board for !ndustrial and Technical Development. 
That included both a survey of existing knowledge upon the subject and a 
very rough estimate of the cost of installing an impulse dryer to FEX. 
However, no desidan was made and we tried to watch the development 
abroad, particularly in the U.S. in order to judge whether or not we could 
expect the technology to become commercial. 

Problems with impulse drying: 

1. De l am i n at i on 
2. Sticking 
3. Heat application 
4. Load application 

Figure 3 

During that time some troubles were reporled (Figure 3 ). Delamination and 
sticking seemed to be two very annoying side-effects that eventually led to 
that two major projects were dropped, one at Weyerhaeuser in cooperation 
with Beloit and one at V almet in )yväskylä. Following that period of 
discontent lurther news arrived from the U.S. specifically from the IPST 
(The Institute of Paper Science and Technology) saying that the problems of 
delamination could be overcome. The way to do this was to coat the heated 
pressure roll with a ceramic having a very low heat conductivity. This 
would cause the temperature to drop very rapidly in the pressure nip sothat 
no flash evaporation would take place in the outgoing side of the nip that 
otherwise would cause the delamination. 
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In our study we consicler four ways to circumvent the problem of 
delamination ( Figure 4). We think that probably, the most fruitful of these 
will be the application of very Iong nips. 

Four ways to avoid delamination: 

1. Low basis weight 
2. Long pressure nip 
3. Proper release 
4. Ceramic roll covering 

Figure 4 

The question of heat application must also be attended to. We have to chose 
between gas or electricity as energy medium. Reported calculations indicate 
that both are feasible. Some doubts have arisen whether eddy current 
hearing could cape with the ceramic roll covering promoted by IPST - that 
maybe to steep temperature gradients would arise in the vicinity of the 
ceramic/metal interface. 

Load application seems to be a tough engineering task. Crown 
compensation of the pressure roll needs lubrication at high temperatures. 
With todays technique 150 degrees C can be run without cooling. The target 
is 250 dgrees. Higher temperatures may need interna! cooling. Load 
application without crown compensation is also a possibility, but wouls 
need large diameter pressure rolls. 

This far nothing has been said about paper properties. This is because very 
little is known. Most data derives from laboratory platen press studies 
which give unreliable information about paper properties. 
However, the potential is extremely high for certain properties and the 
expectations in quality is perhaps the biggest rnamentum for the work that 
is going on. Some data obtained from pilot trials with newsprint at Beloit 
indicate -like !ab data also do- that bulk is reduced between 10 and 15%. 
Burst, breaking length and Scott bond (z-direction strength) is increased 10-
30%. 

Our project at STFI is a joint project with Stig Stenström and his co-workers 
at the university of Lund. The project has been granled 
6,8 mill. SEK for hardware from the Swedish National Board for Industrial 
and Technical Development. At the end of the year we expect to have all the 
money required , selected the contraeters and to start the construction work. 
The idea is that we put two shoe presses after the existing press seetian in 
FEX. Two presses would be required to produce a symmetrical sheet. In a 
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first phase, heating to moderate temperatures would be provided. In a 
seeond phase, when information on the most suitable heating mode has 
been aquired, means for heating to high temperatures would be installed. 
Figure 5 shows a possible lay-out with two shoe presses of the sleeve press 
type, one of which is inverted. 

Figure 5. Possible lay-out of impulse press at STFI. 
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VISIT TO KAUKAS OY, LAPPBENRANTA 

The participanis of the NGC workshop visited Kankas Oy's Lappeonranta 
milis whicb include a paper mill, a pulp mill and a cbemical plant, a 
plywood factory and a sawmill. Kankas is the largest company in the 
Kymmene group, which is a multinational company which core business is 
the manufacture of paper, especially publication paper and fine paper. 
Process manager Raimo Kaljonen and power plant engineer Hannu Kytö 
present ed the factory. 

The tumover of Kankas Oy was 3 011 FIM million 1991 and the amount of 
employees 3 900 (Kymmene: 13 448 FIM million, 17 387 empoyees). 
Production of Kankas Oy 1991 was: magazine paper 573 000 t, special 
newsprint 125 000 t, chemical pulp 355 000 t, plywood 48 000 m', sawn limber 
265 000 m'. 

Sales value of Kankas Oy by rnarket area is shown in picture 1. 

Other EC 
18 

USA and Ganada 
4 

EFTA 
11 

UK 
11 

Japan 
3 

Finland 
11 

other countries 
14 

Picture l. Sales value (%) of Kankas Oy by sales area. 
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NATURAL GAS CONSUMPT/ON AT KAUKAS 

Kankas Oy has used natural gas since 1974 and today it has a significant role in 
the total energy balance of the milts. The total fuel consumptian of Kankas Oy 
is approximately 10.000 TJ/a consisting black liquour 5000 TJ/a, natural gas 
3000 TJ/a and wood waste 2000 TJ/a. 

The visitors were shown different applications which used natural gas: infrared 
heaters, air foils, gas turbine and recovery boiler. Natural gas is also used at 
Kaukas Oy in lime kiln. two bark hoilers and for plywood drying. Picture 2 
shows natural gas consumptian of Kankas Oy. 

plywood dryi 
1 

gas turbine 
32 

package boi ler 
4 

recovery boiler 

odour f'featment 
1 

bark boilers 
39 

Picture 2. Natural gas consumptian (milj.m3/a) of Kankas Oy, year 1991. 
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PAPER COATING 

The paper mill of Kaukas has two productian Iines for coated paper. The 
capacities of the Iines are 240 000 t/a and 210 000 t/a. 

The basepaper is two sides coated (single or double} with 3 off-machine 
coaters. 

Natural gas heated air foils and steam heated drying cylinders are used for 
coating drying. 1\vo gas infrared heaters are used on coater nomber 3 for extra 
drying. For the control of moisture profile two electric infrared heaters are osed 
on every coater. 

The air foils (6 units) of coater number l have been delivered by Overly and the 
gas consumptian is approximately 3.5 milj.m3/a. The air foils (7 units) of coater 
number 2 have been delivered by Valrnet and the gas consumptian is 
approximately 2.5 milj.m3/a. The air foils (5 units) of coater nomber 3 have also 
been delivered by V almet and the gas consumptian is approximately 2.5 
milj.m3/a. Coater number 3 has also 2 gas infrared heaters which have been 
delivered by Solaronics. The gas consuroption of the gas infrared heaters is 
approximately 1.5 milj.m3/a. 
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GAS TUREINE 

The Gas turbine plant was built 1975 and it is connected to the steam line of the 
paper mill. Turbine is from AEG Kanis, AEG has delivered the generator, 
Strömberg the transformator and Steinmuller the exbaust gas boiler. The 
electricity output is 25 MW and total heat output 40 MW; steam amount 33 kg/s 
(12.5 bar, 220 oC) and district heatig output 6 MW. The plant is primarily used 
for heat productian during winter time. The annual running hours are 
approximately 3000 hours. The experiences of the gas turbine plant have been 
reported in NGCs report "Erfarenheter från finska gasturbinanläggningar". The 
process scheme of the gas turbine plant is shown in picture 3. 

2SMWo 

: 6MW!h 
' ' ' 

33 kg/s 

12.5 bar, 220 ge 

KAUKAS OY 
lAPPEENRANTA 

Picture 3. Process scheme of the gas turbine plant of Kankas Oy. 
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RECOVERY BOJLER 

The biggest chemical recovery boiler in Europe started up at Kaukas Oy in 
autumn 1991. The rated capacity of the boiler, which replaced two smaller ones, 
is 2700 tds/d (tons of dry solid per day). The building volume is 268.000 m3 
and the total investment costs were 644 milj.FIM. The hoiler was delivered by 
Ahlström. The recovery hoiler uses natural gas for the load bumer, start burner 
and odour hoiler approximately 10 rnilj.m3/a. 

The visitors could enjoy nice autumn weather and colourful scenery on the top 
of the hoiler house; height of the building is 77 m. The russian paper and pulp 
mills of Svetogorsk could be seen on the horisont 25 km east from 
Lappeenranta. 
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